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SXL-1021 CLEAR CRUSHED GLASS
SOLYX: Clear Crushed Glass Clear translucent, high grade embossed vinyl
lm. Simulates sand blasted glass. Great texture. Ideal for obscuring
direct visibility.
SXHE-39 CLEAR FEATHERED
SOLYX: Clear Feathered Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission. A VERY
POPULAR CHOICE!
SX-1004 CLEAR RIPPLE GLASS
SOLYX: Clear Ripple Glass Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SX-1005 CLEAR CRYSTAL ICE CHIP
SOLYX: Clear Crystal Ice Chip Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Ideal for
semi-obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SXHE-1034 ICE FOREST
SOLYX: Ice Forest Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Ideal for obscuring
direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SX-9000 CLEAR WATERS
SOLYX: Clear Waters Translucent clear (colorless) embossed vinyl lm.
Pattern runs down the length of the roll. Vertically installed. Has the
appearance of ocean waves when installed horizontally. Ideal for semiobscuring direct visibility while allowing good light transmission.
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SXLT-1305 CLEAR SHEET OF ICE
SOLYX: Clear Sheet of Ice Translucent embossed vinyl lm. A truly
amazing glass simulation lm. Excellent privacy lm semi-obscuring
direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-1523 BIG CITY LIGHTS
SOLYX: Big City Lights Translucent clear embossed vinyl lm. Light is
refracted in di䏑erent directions creating the e䏑ect of scattered lights. The
small squares are 1/4" x 1/4". Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and
allows good light transmission.
SXW-08 FROSTED JACKS
SOLYX: Frosted Jacks. Translucent, high grade embossed vinyl lm.
Simulates shiny sand blasted glass. The "Jacks" pattern is approx. 4" Ideal
for obscuring direct visibility while allowing excellent light transmission.
SXHP-4020 WHITE GOSSAMER / FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: White Gossamer / Frosted Squares Gossamer frosted window
lm with white interlocking squares. Good privacy and light transmission.
Provides excellent sun shading.
SX-3006 WHITE FROSTED MINI BLIND
SOLYX: White Frosted Mini Blind White 3/4" horizontal lines fading to
clear on frosted embossed vinyl. Good Privacy! Ideal for obscuring direct
visibility and allows excellent light transmission.
SX-0302 FROSTED CLOUDS
SOLYX: SX-0302 Frosted Clouds. Translucent frosted vinyl lm. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SX-1513 CUT GLASS MOSAIC
SOLYX: Cut Glass Mosaic Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm.
Prism like facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look like Cut
Glass. The colors change as the light changes. An excellent privacy lm
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obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Squares are 5/8" x 5/8".

SXLT-1307 CLEAR CUT GLASS FLOWERS
SOLYX: Clear Cut Glass Flowers Translucent embossed vinyl lm. A truly
amazing lm. Prism facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look
like Waterford Crystal. An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility
and allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-1514 CUT GLASS ATLANTIS
SOLYX: Cut Glass Atlantis Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm.
Prism like facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look like Cut
Glass. The colors change as the light changes. An excellent privacy lm
obscuring direct visibility with high light transmission. A TRULY AMAZING
FILM
SX-1507 CUT GLASS BUBBLES
SOLYX: Cut Glass Bubbles Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm.
3/8" prism circles scatter the light making this privacy lm sparkle. The
colors change as the light changes. Semi-obscures direct visibility. Allows
excellent light transmission.
SX-1508 CUT GLASS PEBBLES
SOLYX: Cut Glass Pebbles Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm.
Varying sizes of prism circles and rectangles scatter the light making this
privacy lm sparkle. The colors change as the light changes. Semiobscures direct visibility.
SX-1509 CUT GLASS PRISM
SOLYX: Cut Glass Prism Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm. Prism
like facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look like Stained Glass
pyramids. An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing
excellent light transmission. Perfect for glass cabinet doors!
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SXLT-1302 ICE ICICLES
SOLYX: Ice Icicles Translucent embossed vinyl lm. A truly amazing lm.
Prism facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look like cut glass.
An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission.
SXC-125SR GOSSAMER
SOLYX: SXC-125SR Gossamer Transparent lm. Ideal for subtle, semiobscuring visibility. Allows excellent light transmission.

SX3-9002 FIBERGLASS
SOLYX: Fiberglass Translucent white rice paper lm with a subtle, random
cross-hatch berglass design. It is a lm designed for privacy, safety and
security properties. It allows light in yet o䏑ers privacy.
SXHK-01 SHOJI SCREEN
SOLYX: Shoji Screen White Opaque Shoji Screen lm. Exact
representation of Rice Paper. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility allowing
subtle light transmission. This lm is not suitable for wet conditions. FOR
BATHROOM APPLICATIONS WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND
SXJ-0403 MATRIX WHITE MATTE
SOLYX: Matrix White Matte Translucent, White Matte matrix rice paper
lm. Obscures direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission.
Extremely durable. A beautiful, subtle, light ltering lm.
SXJ-0403C MATRIX WHITE CLEAR
SOLYX: Matrix White Clear Transparent rice paper lm. Semi obscures
direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission. Extremely durable. A
beautiful, subtle, light ltering lm
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SXJ-0405 MATRIX OLIVE MATTE
SOLYX: Matrix Olive Matte Translucent, Olive Matte matrix rice paper
lm. Obscures direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission.
Extremely durable. A beautiful, subtle, light ltering lm.
SXJ-0406 MATRIX BLUE MATTE
SOLYX: Matrix Blue Matte Translucent, Blue Matte matrix rice paper lm.
Obscures direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission. Extremely
durable. A beautiful, subtle, light ltering lm.
SXJ-0407 MATRIX HARVEST GOLD MATTE
SOLYX: Matrix Harvest Gold Matte Translucent, Harvest Gold matte
matrix rice paper lm. Obscures direct visibility. Allows excellent light
transmission. Extremely durable. A beautiful, subtle, light ltering lm.
SX-3140 DUSTED CRYSTAL
SOLYXDusted CrystalDecorative Privacy glass lms are recommended for
application to interior glass and exterior glass. This lm is a premium, 2-mil(50
micron) cast vinyl with an etched look added. It is perfect for privacy, decorative or
architectural applications. Use it whenever you need the added elegance of an etched
glass look without costly etching or sandblasting. This versatile product has been
designed to deliver outstanding performance and durability. A unique synthetic
silicone liner makes it easier than the standard etched glass vinyl easier to see when
weeding –even when using ne-lined graphics and lettering. A special adhesive
system ensures superior adhesion under the most demanding conditions. This lm is
applied using the same tools and techniques for applying solar control window lms.

SX3-314 ACID ETCH
SOLYX: Acid Etch. Acid Etch gives the uniform appearance of acid etched
glass with a soft frosted appearance.
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SXGF-0197 LIGHT ETCH
SOLYX: Light Etch. Very similar to Acid Etch but with a subtle metallic
sparkle added to the lm Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent lm.
Light Etch gives the uniform appearance of acid etched glass with a soft
frosted appearance.
SXGF-0097 DEEP ETCH
SOLYX: Deep Etch. Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm. Simulates
Sand Blasted glass. Provides excellent privacy and allows plenty of light
to pass through.
SX-1301 CLEAR FROST
SOLYX: Clear Frost. Clear translucent, high grade embossed vinyl lm.
Simulates shiny sand blasted glass. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility
while allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-1002 CLEAR SAND BLAST
SOLYX: SX-1002 Clear Sand Blast Translucent embossed vinyl lm.
Beautiful Film! Exact copy of sand blasted glass. Ideal for obscuring direct
visibility and allows excellent light transmission.
SX-1303 GREY FROST
SOLYX: Grey Frosted translucent high grade embossed vinyl lm.
Simulates sand blasted glass. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility, reducing
glare while allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-1305 BRONZE FROST
SOLYX: Bronze Frost. Bronze tinted, translucent, high grade embossed
vinyl lm. Simulates sand blasted glass. Ideal for obscuring direct
visibility, reducing glare while allowing excellent light transmission.
SXF-0440 HAZY VIEW
SOLYX: SXF-0440. Hazy View. A Clear, Translucent, semi-transparent
embossed frosty textured vinyl lm. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility
and allows excellent light transmission.
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SXO-091 FINE GOLD ETCH
SOLYX: Fine Gold Frost Etch. Durable, dimensionally stable gold
translucent lm. Fine Gold Frost gives the uniform appearance of acid
etched glass with a soft frosted appearance.
SXJ-0550 WHITE DUSTED MATTE
SOLYX: White Dusted Matte lm. Translucent, matte nish. Suitable for
complete privacy with good light transmission

SXWF-WM WHITE MATTE
SOLYX: White Matte White frosted polyester translucent e䏑ect. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission. Better
than sandblasted glass.
SXWF-BM BRONZE MATTE
SOLYX: Bronze Matte. Bronze frosted polyester lm. Translucent e䏑ect.
Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SXWF-SM SILVER MATTE
SOLYX: Silver Matte Silver/matte frosted polyester translucent e䏑ect.
Rejects heat and glare. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows
excellent light transmission.
SXWF-CM CHARCOAL MATTE
SOLYX: Charcoal Matte. Charcoal frosted polyester lm. Translucent
e䏑ect. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light
transmission.
SX-323 ROSE FROSTED SPARKLE
SOLYX: Rose Frosted Sparkle. Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent
lm. Rose Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of sandblasted
glass with a sparkle.
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3M 7725-323 FROSTED ROSE CRYSTAL
3M 7725-323 Frosted Rose Crystal Durable, dimensionally stable,
translucent lm. Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of
sandblasted glass with a sparkle. Suitable for exterior applications.
SX-327 BLUE FROSTED SPARKLE
SOLYX: Blue Frosted Sparkle. Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent
lm. Blue Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of sandblasted
glass with a sparkle.
3M 7725-327 FROSTED BLUE MIST CRYSTAL
3M 7725-327Frosted Blue Mist Crystal. Durable, dimensionally stable,
translucent lm. Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of
sandblasted glass with a sparkle. Suitable for exterior application.
SX-326 GREEN FROSTED SPARKLE
SOLYX: Green Frosted Sparkle. Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent
lm. Green Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of sandblasted
glass with a sparkle.
3M 7725-326 FROSTED MINT CRYSTAL
3M 7725-326 Frosted Mint Crystal Durable, dimensionally stable,
translucent lm. Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of
sandblasted glass with a sparkle. Sold as one continuous roll in
increments of 1 foot x 48" wide.
SX-324 FROSTED SPARKLE
Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent lm.

3M 7725-324 FROSTED CRYSTAL
3M 7725-324 Frosted Crystal. Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent
lm. Frosted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of sandblasted glass
with a sparkle. Suitable for exterior applications.
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3M 7725-331 FROSTED GOLD CRYSTAL
3M Frosted Gold Crystal. Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent lm.
This lm is more brown than Gold. Frosted Crystal gives the uniform
appearance of sandblasted glass with a sparkle. Suitable for exterior
application
3M 7725-314 DUSTED CRYSTAL
3M Dusted Crystal Durable, dimensionally stable, translucent lm.
Dusted Crystal gives the uniform appearance of acid etched glass with a
soft frosted appearance.
SXEG-1025 STAINED GLASS DOVES
SOLYX: Stained Glass Doves A Beautifully colored and well designed
PVC/PET decorative stained Glass Film. This lm simulates actual stained
glass. Pattern repeats every 29" down the roll length. Note: When this
lm is custom sized it will have a di䏑erent nish compared to the stock
lm. Each pattern repeats at 29" high x 36" wide.
SXEG-1026 STAINED GLASS FISH
SOLYX: SXEG-1026 Stained Glass Fish. A beautifully colored and well
designed PVC/PET decorative stained Glass Film. This lm simulates
actual stained glass. Pattern repeats every 28" down the roll length.
SXEG-1033 STAINED GLASS ELITE
SOLYX: SXEG-1033 Stained Glass Elite. A Beautifully colored and well
designeddecorative frosted stained Glass Film. This lm simulates actual
stained glass. Excellent for privacy!

SXEG-1029 TUSCANY STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: Tuscany Stained Glass. Beautifully light colored Design Textured
Decorative Stained Glass Privacy Film. The Pattern repeat is 17.5" vertical
and 36"horizontal.
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SXEG-1028 VENETIAN STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: Venetian Stained Glass. A Beautifully colored and well designed
PVC/PET decorative stained Glass Film. This lm simulates actual stained
glass. Pattern repeats every 6" down the roll length. Excellent for privacy!
(Image shows 8 repeats on 36" wide lm)
SX-CAT SOLYX CATALOG SET
SOLYX Catalog: Order the complete SOLYX Decorative Window Film
Catalog which consists of a two binder set of actual lm samples. One
part is for Decorative Films and the second for Architectural and SimGlas
Films. This catalog is an essential addition for Architects and Designers
resource library or simply to help you decide which is the right lm for
your application.
SXG-9118 CLEAR FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: Clear Frosted Squares 3/4" x 3/4" Translucent squares of
embossed vinyl lm separated by clear lines. Ideal for obscuring direct
visibility and allows excellent light transmission.
SX-1003 CLEAR FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: Clear Frosted Squares 3" x 3" Translucent squares of embossed
vinyl lm separated by clear lines. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and
allows excellent light transmission.
SX-C372 WHITE CUBES
SOLYX: White Cubes White Cube Design Squares on optically clear
window lm. Ideal for semi obscuring direct visibility while providing a
sense of openness. Allows excellent light transmission. The cubes are
1/2" x 1/2".
SX-C371 STRUCTURE
SOLYX: Structure Design on optically clear window lm. Ideal for semi
obscuring direct visibility while providing a sense of openness. Allows
excellent light transmission.
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SX-0103C WHITE CRAYON
SOLYX: White Crayon Translucent semi-privacy lm. An excellent semiprivate lm allowing high light transmission. Great for use in Day Care or
children's nursery windows. The pattern repeat is every 17" and runs
vertically. The nger drawings are clear with no color! The color shown is
the background image.
SX-9200 CLEAR FROSTED STRIPES
SOLYX: Clear Frosted Stripes 1/8" separated by 1/8" clear stripes.
Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Ideal for semi-obscuring direct visibility
and allows excellent light transmission.
SXC-130SR WHITE STRIPE 1/8"
SOLYX: White Stripe 1/8" separated by 1/8" clear lines. 46" wide: Stripes
run down the length of the roll. Ideal for semi-obscuring direct visibility
and allows excellent light transmission.
SXC-3511 FROSTED STRIPE
SOLYX: Frosted Stripe 3/8" separated by 5/32" clear lines. Stripes run
down the length of the roll. Ideal for semi-obscuring direct visibility and
allows excellent light transmission.
SXHP-2411 WHITE STRIPES
SOLYX: White Stripes 11/16" separated by 1/4" clear lines. Ideal for
obscuring semi-direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SXC-3510 FROSTED STRIPES
SOLYX: Frosted Stripes 1 3/8" separated by 3/8" clear lines. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission. SR
coating.
SXC-4410 FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: Frosted Squares 1 11/16" separated by 3/8" clear lines. Ideal for
obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.
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SXC-131-60 FROSTED SHORT STRIPE MINI BLIND - VERTICAL
SOLYX: Frosted Short Stripe Mini Blind separated by 1/8" clear lines. Ideal
for obscuring semi-direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SX-1540 CRACKED ICE
SOLYX: Cracked Ice Translucent, embossed lm with a white velvet nish.
An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission.
SXF-0600 SNOW WHITE LIGHT DIFFUSER
SOLYX: Snow White Translucent White Light Di䏑user lm. This lm lets
the light through and you cannot see through it. Excellent for bathroom
applications or for complete privacy.
SXWF-WO WHITEOUT
SOLYX: Whiteout white opaque polyester lm. Totally blocks visibility. Fair
light transmission.

SXHP-7002 ETCHED LACE
SOLYX: Etched Lace on optically clear window lm. Ideal for semi
obscuring direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission.

SXHP-7001 WHITE LACE
SOLYX: White Lace on optically clear window lm. Ideal for semi direct
visibility and allows excellent light transmission.

SX-8210 FROSTED BAMBOO
SOLYX: Frosted Bamboo. Translucent frosted vinyl lm. Frosted bamboo
with rice paper background. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows
excellent light transmission.
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SXHE-38 CLEAR FAN TAIL
SOLYX: Clear Fan Tail Translucent embossed vinyl lm. Sophisticated
design. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light
transmission.
SXW-019GF GREEN FROSTED FERN
SOLYX: Green Frosted Fern Translucent frosted vinyl lm. Green ferns
decorate a frosted woven background. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility
and allows excellent light transmission. The pattern repeat is 17.5" and
runs vertically.
SXWF-BO BLACKOUT
SOLYX: Blackout Black opaque polyester. 1.5 mil lm. Very easy to install
because it is thinner than other blackout lms. 100% light block. This lm
is not recommended for installation onto double insulated glass units
that are exposed to direct sunlight. Glass breakage may occur due to
heat absorption!
SXWF-SSO SATIN SILVER OUT
SOLYX: Satin Silver Out. Satin Silver opaque polyester. Easy to install.
Matches Natural Anodized Aluminum. 95% Light block. Zero visibility. The
front surface of this lm has a light white/silver matt satin nish. The
adhesive side has a metalized silver nish.
SXS-M300 BRUSHED METAL
SOLYX: Brushed Metal Laser cut metalized polyester. Exact simulation of
brushed aluminum or stainless steel sheet. Opaque. Ideal for obscuring
view or as a decorative coating under glass counter tops, glass partitions
or plastic columns. 5% Light Transmission.
SXS-M6000 SILVER OPAQUE METAL MIRROR
SOLYX: Silver Opaque Metal Mirror 100% metalized polyester. Opaque.
Ideal for obscuring view or as a decorative mirror coating over glass,
glass partitions. 2% Light Transmission. This lm has a scratch-resistant
coating.
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SXO-025 BRIMSTONE YELLOW
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette
SXO-021 YELLOW
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-020 GOLDEN YELLOW
SOLYX. See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-034 ORANGE
See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers. Gloss
surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass designs,
window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-085 PALE PINK
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-089 SALMON PINK
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
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SXO-047 ORANGE RED
SOLYX. See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-033 RED ORANGE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-032 LIGHT RED
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-031 RED
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-030 DARK RED
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-041 PINK
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
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SXO-077 TELEMAGENTA
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-040 VIOLET
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-056 ICE BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-096 STEEL BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-053 LIGHT BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-052 AZURE BLUE
Transparent colored PVC lm with UV-stabilizers.
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SXO-051 GENTIAN BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-057 TRAFFIC BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-049 KING BLUE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-054 TURQUOISE
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-063 LIME TREE GREEN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-068 GRASS GREEN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
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SXO-061 GREEN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-097 BLUE GREEN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-060 DARK GREEN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-074 MIDDLE GREY
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-073 DARK GREY
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
SXO-079 REDDISH BROWN
SOLYX: See-through Transparent colored PVC lms with UV-stabilizers.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or Stained Glass
designs, window graphics and backlit glass surfaces. Available in 30 gloss
colors that can be superimposed to create an innite color palette.
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SXWF-GN50 LIGHT GREEN FADE SHIELD
SOLYX: Light Green Fade shield - SOLYX UV fade protection lm. Blocks
out 99% UV rays and rejects 52% total solar energy. A transparent very
pleasant light green solar lm. (Image: This lm does not have the
훸owers on it)
SXGF-0500 CLEAR FROSTED SAFETY FILM
SOLYX: SXGF-0500 Clear Frosted Safety Film. Clear, Frosted, high
strength, 6.5 mil, Impact Modied Vinyl lm. Provides excellent privacy.
Allows light through. Holds broken glass together when struck!
ULTRACOOL-S6060 60% VLT SILVER WINDOW FILM
UltraBlock: UltraCool-S6060 60% VLT Silver Heat Rejection Film. NOMINAL
HEAT REJECTION. Ultrablock 60 Light Silver window lm maintains high
light transmission while rejection 43% Solar heat This lm also blocks out
99% of the UV rays! Not very noticable on windows!

ULTRACOOL-S3560 35% VLT SILVER WINDOW FILM
UltraBlock: UltraCool-S3560 35% VLT Silver Heat Rejection Film.
Ultrablock Neutral window lm maintains a minimal light reduction. A
65% Solar heat rejecting lm with 35% light transmission. This lm also
blocks out 99% of the UV rays!
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ULTRACOOL-S1560 15% VLT SILVER WINDOW FILM
UltraBlock: UltraCool-S1560 15% VLT Silver Heat Rejection Film.
Ultrablock Silver re훸ective window lms (78% Heat rejection)set the
industry standard as one of the most powerful and economical solar heat
rejecting lms available while maintaining minimal light reduction. 14.5%
visible light transmission. A window lm with fantastic solar performance
specications which still provides the preferred appearance for
residential applications These lms also block out 99% of the UV rays!

ULTRASAFE-460 4 MIL CLEAR SAFETY FILM
SOLYX Safety Films: Safety and Security Films. Transparent clear high
strength Polyester lms. Bring glass up to tempered safety standards and
help hold glass together when struck! Blocks 99% of the UV rays.

ULTRASAFE-860 8 MIL CLEAR SAFETY FILM
SOLYX Safety Films: 8 Mil Super Strength Clear safety window lm
recommended for windows over 16 sq ft in area. Hurricane Protection.
Transparent clear high strength Polyester lms. Bring glass up to
tempered safety standards and help hold glass together when struck!
Blocks 99% of the UV rays.
SXJ-0540 GRADIENT STATIC LINES
Gradient Static Lines window lm graduates in opacity from the bottom
to the top of the lm. This lm may also be installed with the opaque
area at the top of the glass fading to clear towards the center. Supplied
per running foot x60" High.
SXJ-0590 POINT GRADIENT
Point Gradient Dot window lm graduates in opacity from the bottom of
the lm to the top. This lm may also be installed with the opaque area
at the top of the glass fading to clear towards the center. Supplied per
running foot x 60" HIGH.
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SX-1930 EXTERIOR CAMOUFLAGE WINDOW FILM
SOLYX: SX-1930 Exterior Camou훸age. See-thru one way vision perforated
camou훸age window lm. For exterior application to any windows, home,
o�ce or vehicles. Easy to apply! At night you would see in if the lights are
on.
ARIZONA
SOLYX: Arizona - A typical scene from the Arizona wilderness is on frosted
translucent lm. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent
light transmission. Enter your size needed in inches - width and height
Made to size designs will be modied to best accommodate your
dimensions and may therefore look di䏑erent to images shown here!

SXEG-4870 DIMENSION 2
SOLYX: SXEG-4870 Dimension 2 Translucent frosted lm. Add a new
Dimension to your windows. Allows excellent light transmission. The
pattern shown is 12" wide x 35" high and runs horizontally. Image shows
3 pattern repeats. The left and right side windows are not a part of the
design. The side windows are matching lm

SX-C361 THIN WAVY LINES
Thin Wavy Lines. A subtle ne etched lines design providing semiobscurity. Printed on a 100% UV blocking optically clear window lm.

SX-C362 DOT SCREEN 16
SOLYX: SX-C362 Dot Screen 16. Small Clear dots design providing semiobscurity. Printed on a 100% UV blocking optically clear window lm.
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SX-C370 DOT SCREEN 18
SOLYX: SX-C370 Dot Screen 18. Clear dots design providing semiobscurity. Printed on a 100% UV blocking optically clear window lm.

SX-C373 ACID ETCH STRIPES
1/2" Etched stripes with a 1" space between stripes. Printed on SOLYX UV
blocking Acid Etch (SX3-314) window lm providing semi-obscurity.
Stripes are across the width of the lm.
SXS-3000 CLEAR LENS
SOLYX: Clear Fresnal Lens. Laser cut repeating 4" diameter clear lens on
clear 2 mil polyester. Ideal for obscuring view or decorative coating on
glass counter tops, glass partitions or plastic columns. 95% Visible Light
Transmission. 98% UV Block.
SX-C384 STRIPES 1616
SOLYX: SX-C384 Stripes 1616 Etched Stripes 1/16" stripe, 1/16" clear.
Etched stripes on optically clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.

SX-C381 STRIPES 112
SOLYX: SX-C381 Stripes 112 Etched Stripes: 1" stripe, 1/2" clear. Etched
stripes on optically clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.

SXD-1818 DOTS
Translucent White Diagonal Dots: 1/8" dot, 1/8" clear space. Translucent
White Dots on optically clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.

SXD-1616 DOTS
Translucent White Diagonal Dots: 1/16" dot, 1/16" clear space.
Translucent White Dots on optically clear window lm providing semiobscurity.
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SX-3141 DUSTED LEAF
SOLYX: SX-3141. Dusted Leaf. A soft tone e䏑ective privacy lm with a
good light transmission.

SX-1940 ONE WAY PERFORATED
SOLYX: SX-1940 One Way White Perforated Vinyl Window lm. Exterior
application. White on the outside, black on the adhesive face. White
Perforated Window Film is a perforated 훸exible calendered lm for use
on one way visual panels. Graphics printed on this material are visible
from the front and invisible from the back when mounted on windows.

SXEG-4848 STAINED GLASS FLOWERS
SOLYX: SXEG-4848 Stained Glass Flowers. An amazing frosted realistic
Stained glass window lm Film. Provides semi-obscure privacy.

SXEG-4849 STAINED GLASS CANADA
SOLYX: SXEG-4849 Stained Glass Canada. From our Stained Glass Earth
Collection. This excelent frosted privacy lm is created from the following
satellite images showing incredible detail: 1. Ice, snow, and clouds in
Canada 2. Storm clouds over the North Atlantic Ocean 3. Ice, snow, and
clouds in Canada 4. Storm clouds over Montreal, Canada 5. Clouds over
Midwestern USA
SXEG-4850 STAINED GLASS SAFARI
SOLYX: SXEG-4850 Stained Glass Canada. From our Stained Glass Earth
Collection. This excellent frosted privacy lm is created from the
following satellite images showing incredible detail: 1. Makgadikgadi and
Nxai salt pans in Botswana. 2. Massive burn near the Olifants River in
South Africa. 3. Luswishi River in the Copperbelt region of Zambia. 4.
Etosha salt pan in Etosha N.P., Namibia. 5. Night time over the Busanga
Swamp.
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SXEG-4851 STAINED GLASS ALASKA
SOLYX: SXEG-4849 Stained Glass Alaska. From our Stained Glass Earth
Collection. This excellent frosted privacy lm is created from the
following satellite images showing incredible detail: 1. Polar ice cap edge
west of Barrow, Alaska. 2. Cumulus over stratus clouds cover the Brooks
Range 3. Clouds breaking up over the Sheba Ice Station. 4. Sea ice
surrounds Point Barrow, Alaska. 5. Glaciers in the Saint Elias Mountains.
SXEG-4852 STAINED GLASS CRYSTAL FACE
SOLYX: SXEG-4852 Stained Glass Crystal Face. From our Stained Glass
Earth Collection. This excellent frosted privacy lm is created from the
following satellite images showing incredible detail: 1. Cumulonimbus
clouds over the Gulf of Mexico. 2. The massive Aspen Fire burning in
Arizona. 3. Cumulonimbus clouds over the Gulf of Mexico. 4. A clear day
over Death Valley, California. 5. Cumulonimbus clouds over the Florida
Keys.
SX-1544 RAIN GLASS
SOLYX: SX-1544 Rain Glass. Clear like glass embossed vinyl privacy lm
simulating Textured Rain Glass. Semi-Obscures direct visibility. Note: This
lm is designed to be viewed through the lm from the installed surface.
This lm also has a pattern repeat every 24" which can be seen as a 4"
wide band across the width of the lm.
SXJ-0500 WHITE MATTE DOT GRADATION
SOLYX: SXJ-0500 White Matte Dot Gradation. Perfect for graduated
privacy.Gradation is from solid translucent white matte to clear in a dot
formation 60"HIGH Supplied per running ft. (Select the length for total
width required)
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VICTORIAN FROST
SOLYX:Victorian Frost. Elegant frosted privacy window lm allowing
natural light! Great for sidelights or cabinet doors! The white areas in the
image are clear like glass.

SXEG-4853 STAINED GLASS KALEIDASCOPE
SOLYX: SXEG-4853 Stained Glass Kaleidascope. This Stained Glass lm will
add a beautiful splash of color to any room. Great for semi privacy and
allows good light transmission

SXEG-4855 STAINED GLASS FLORENTINE
SOLYX: SXEG-4855 Stained Glass Florentine.Frosted Stained Glass
Textured Film. Provides excellent privacy. A wonderful window feature!

SX-3143 DUSTED LEAF BROWN
SOLYX: SX-3143 Dusted Leaf Brown. Attractive privacy lm with good light
transmission. This lm is 48" wide.

SX-3144 DUSTED LEAF RED
SOLYX: SX-3144 Dusted Leaf Red. Attractive privacy lm with good light
transmission. This lm is 48" wide.
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SX-3145 OLIVE/GOLD DUSTED LEAF
SOLYX: SX-3145 Dusted Leaf Olive/Gold. Attractive privacy lm with good
light transmission. This lm is 48" wide.

SX-3142 TRANSPARENT LEAF
SOLYX: SX-3142 Transparent Leaf. White Dusted Leaves on opticvally
clear polyester window lm. Ideal where semi privacy is required.

SXEG-4856 STONE WALL
SOLYX: SXEG-4856 Stone Wall. Textured Stone Wall lm giving the e䏑ect
of real masonary. Provides e䏑ective semi privacy. This lm is 48" wide.

SXC-1418 FROSTED STRIPES
SOLYX: SXC-1418. Frosted 1/4" wide stripes separated by 1/8" wide clear
lines. Ideal for conference rooms or for o�ce semi privacy. Striped run
down the length of the roll as shown
SXL-1017 CLEAR FINE BRUSHED
SOLYX: SXL-1017. Clear Fine Brushed Brushed, Translucent embossed
vinyl lm. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light
transmission. Finer brush than SXHE-02
SXS-M800 RENWAVE
SOLYX: SXS-M800 Renwave. Fully metalized special e䏑ects opaque
polyester lm. Ideal for obscuring view or as a decorative coating on
glass counter tops, glass partitions or plastic columns. 1% Light
Transmission.
SX-22564 FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-22564 Frosted Squares Window Film. Great lm for subtle
privacy. 2 1/4" squares with 64 smaller squares in each.
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SX-14316 FROSTED RECTANGLES
SOLYX: SX-14316 Frosted Rectangles Window Film. Great lm for subtle
privacy. Squares are 1/4" x 3/16"

SX-932932 FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-932932 Frosted Squares Window Film. Great lm for subtle
privacy. 9/32" frosted squares

SX-1164 FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-1164 Frosted Squares Window Film. Great lm for subtle
privacy. 1" squares with 64 smaller squares in each.

SXF-5050 TOTAL LIGHT BLOCKOUT
SOLYX: SXF-5050 Total Light Blockout. This white lm blocks out 100% of
all light. Zero light transmission. Safe to install on all types of glass.

SXWV-0200 CLEAR LUSTER
SOLYX: SXWV-0200 Clear Luster Window Film. Semi Transparent lm for
providing a low degree of privacy.

SX-C374 ETCH LEISE STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-C374 Etch Leise Stripes. Etched 31mm stripe 1.7mm clear.
Etched stripes on optically clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.
Stripe direction isdown the lengthof the roll!
SX-C375 PARACELLI MINI BLIND
SOLYX: SX-C375 Paracelli Mini Blind. Attractive Mini Blind lm.
Translucent white . Provides appealing semi-privacy.
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SX-C376 ETCHNWHITE RANDOM LINES
SOLYX: SX-C376 Etchnwhite Random Lines. Attractive privacy lm. Vertical
lines in etch and translucent white.

SX-C378 ALTERNATING STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-C378 Alternating Stripes Window Film. Alternating Etch and
Translucent white stripes. Stripes are 3.5mm wide with a 2mm space

SX-0423 REAR PROJECTION FILM
SOLYX: SX-0423 Rear Projection lm is a 훸exible, self-adhesive lm for
aplication to glass. This lm provides sharp, brilliant images with 120
degree viewing angles, high contrast and reduced hot spotting!

SX-2095 WHITE DRY ERASE FOR WALLS
SX-2095 White Dry Eraselm for WALLS is a 4.3 mil White Opaque lm
coated with a premium dry erase surface and a High- tack acrylic
pressure sensitive grooved adhesive for dry installs. This lmis
recommended for application to interior wall surfaces. This lm has a
premium quality dry erase surface and is perfect for decorative or
architectural applications where a dry erase surface is desirable. It is
installed using the same methods for installing lms by dry application.
Grooved adhesive allows for an easy, repositionable dry install.
SXR-9829 GLASSFROST
SOLYX: SXR-9829 Glassfrost. Beautiful, Clear, Colorless, ne textured
glasslike lm. Indoor applications only! Can be installed on Glass,
Plexiglas or polycarbonate sheeting.
SX-C380 ORGANIC ETCH STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-C380 Organic Frosted Lines. Elegant Architectural Design SemiPrivacy Film. Can be installed onto both sides of the glass for additional
privacy and e䏑ect.
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SX-C379 CROSSHATCH ETCH
SOLYX: SX-C379 Crosshatch Etch. Attractive lm for semi privacy. Great
distraction lm for clear glass panels to prevent accident by walking into
the glass.
SX-1920 CONSTRUCTION MATTE WHITE
SOLYX: SX-1920 Construction Matte White. A White Matte Translucent
lm for temporary installation during construction or events. Easily
removed.
SXR-8785 SAFETY SAND BLAST
SOLYX: SXR-8785 Safety Sand Blast. Safety and Privacy! A super tough
polycarbonate safety sand blast nish lm. Holds glass together if the
glass is shattered!
SX-S1002 SAND BLAST FILM
SOLYX: SX-S1002 Clear Sand Blast Film. Good privacy with high light
transmission. SALE Special. Rolls are 12" wide x 49 feet long PRICED PER
ROLL!
SX-C385 ETCHED SQUARES 1 3/16"
SOLYX Etched Squares 1 3/16". Clear space between squares is 1/16".
Etched on optically clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.

SXEG-4858 DUSTED LINEN
SOLYX: SXEG-4858 Dusted Linen - Mustard. Attractive privacy lm with
good light transmission. This lm is 59" wide. (Can be custom made in
any color!)
SX-316132 FROSTED STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-316132 Frosted Stripes Window Film. Great lm for subtle
privacy. 3/16" stripes with 1/32" clear space. Stripes run vertically down
length of roll
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SGC-6500 MOTTLED
SimGlas: SGC-6500 Mottled. Crystal Clear like glass. Looks like glass! This
incredibly durable lm provides semi private distraction. Film is self
adhesive for a lasting installation however removes cleanly when
needed.
SGC-6501 ICED LEAVES
SimGlas: SGC-6501 Iced Leaves: Crystal Clear Glasslike leaves. Attractive
durable lm provideing semi private distraction.

SGC-6502 ICELAND
SimGlas: SGC-6502 Iceland. Crystal Clear like glass. Looks like glass! This
incredibly durable lm provides semi private distraction. Film is self
adhesive for a lasting installation however removes cleanly when
needed.
SGC-6503 CHARICE
SimGlas: SGC-6503 Charice. Crystal clear glasslike distraction window lm
for semi privacy. Amazing lm!

SGC-6506 OPALITE
SimGlas: SGC-6506 Opalite. Crystal Clear transparent window lm. This
beautiful lm provides semi private distraction.

SGC-6507 MAZALITE
SimGlas: SGC-6507 Mazalite. Textured, crystal clear glasslike lm
providing semi privacy distraction.

SGC-6515 FLUTED532
SimGlas: SGC-6515 Fluted532. Vertical crystal clear 훸uted lines providing
semi private distortion views.
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SGC-6509 ANTIQUE GLASS
SimGlas: SGC-6509 Antique Glass. This lm very nicely simulates very old
antique glass.

SXWF-SWM12 WHITE MATTE
SOLYX: SXWF-WM12 White Matte Window Film. Good privacy with high
light transmission. SALE Special. These rolls are 12" wide x 100 feet long

SGC-6511 FIZZLE GLASS
SimGlas: SGC-6511 Fizzle Glass Window Film. Provides good semi privacy.
Looks and feels like real glass.

SGD-6003 CROSHANA
SimGlas: SGD-6003 Croshana Window Film. SimGlas Dusted Window Film
for attractive privacy with high light transmission.

SGD-6007 GRIDLOCK
SimGlas: SGD-6007 Gridlock Dusted Window Film. Attractive privacy with
high light transmission.

SGC-6512 MISTY RAIN
SimGlas: SGC-6512 Misty Rain. Crystal Clear Glasslike Window lm.
Attractive durable lm providing semi private distraction.

SGC-6516 CHIPZITE
SimGlas: SGC-6516 Chipzite Window Film. Crystal Textured lm. Perfect
for Semi-Private distraction or distortion of vision.
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ACROCLEAR
Acroclear restoration lm for Acrylic and Polycarbonate weathered boat
hatches and windows. This amazing product installs directly onto the
exterior of weathered or hazy windows and hatches. Priced per running
ft by 36" wide. Order the length needed in feet.
SGD-6001 MANHATTEN
SimGlas: SGD-6001 Manhattan Window Film. SimGlas Dusted Window
Film for attractive privacy with high light transmission. (A Derivative
pattern from our SXHE-1034 Ice Forest lm)
SGD-6006 GLAZED LEAF
SimGlas: SGD-6006. Glazed Leaf Window Film for attractive privacy with
high light transmission.

SGD-6008 GLAZED CIRCLES
SimGlas: SGD-6008. SimGlas Glazed Circles Dusted Window Film for
attractive privacy with high light transmission.

SGC-6518 CIRQUE
SimGlas: SGC-6518. Cirque Window Film. Crystal Textured lm. Perfect
for Semi-Private distraction or distortion of vision.

SGC-6520 CRYSTAL SQUARES
SimGlas: SGC-6520. Crystal Squares Crystal Clear transparent window
lm. This beautiful lm provides semi private distraction.

SGC-6521 ICE MELT
SimGlas: SGC-6521 Ice Melt Window Film. Glasslike transparent lm for
good view distortion.
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SGV-6605 SIMRAIN
SimGlas: SGV-6605 SimRain. Crystal Clear Glasslike Window lm.
Attractive durable lm provideing private distraction. Great for shower
doors, conference rooms and o�ces.
SGV-6606 HAMMERED
SimGlas: SGV-6606 Hammered. Provides excellent semi privacy.
Textured, looks and feels like real glass.

SGV-6601 MASTER RAY
SimGlas: SGV-6601 Master Ray Window Film. Simulates Master Ray Glass.
Attractive privacy lm. Rectangles are 1.5" x .25"

SXRR-9003-T CITRINE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9003-T Citrine Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN is
48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing lm simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy. This lm is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
SXRR-9004-T SAPPHIRE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9004-T Sapphire Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN is
48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing lm simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy. This lm is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
SXRR-9011-T TANGERINE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9011-T Tangerine Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN is
48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing lm simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy. This lm is 48" wide. Supplied as one& continuous roll.
Dimensions of pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
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SXRR-9021-T EMERALD STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9021-T Emerald Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN is
48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing lm simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy.
This lm is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-8000-T CREATION STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-8000-T Creation Stained Glass. THE IMAGE SHOWN is 48
inch wide by 8ft high. An amazing lm simulating actual stained glass.
Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. (This lm will be supplied as
it comes o䏑 the roll. Particular sections of the lm cannot be selected)
This lm is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
SXRR-9040-T BLUE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9040-T Blue Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT.

This lm is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of diamond pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9041-T YELLOW DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9041-T Yellow Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT.

This lm is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of diamond pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
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SXSC-0004 SAPPHIRE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: STATIC CLING NON ADHESIVE FILM SXSC-0004 Sapphire Stained
Glass.

SXRR-9080-T WROUGHT IRON
SOLYX: SXRR-9080-T Wrought Iron Yellow Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 2 ft high. Pattern repeats every 2 ft (24")
Outstanding lm simulating actual stained glass. Available as
TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. Pattern repeats every 2ft. This lm is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
SX-1545 FROSTED SUMMER
SOLYX: SX-1545 Frosted Summer. A new Semi-transparent frosted design
providing obscure privacy. Very easy to install!

SXRR-9042-T BLUE/ORANGE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9042-T Blue/Orange Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE
IMAGE SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating
actual stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This
lm is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9043-T RUBY DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9043-T Ruby Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This lm is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9044-T BLUE/GREEN DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9044-T Blue/Green Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This lm is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
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SXRR-9045-T RED/BLUE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9045-T Red/Blue Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding lm simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This lm is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXSC-0011 TANGERINE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: STATIC CLING NON ADHESIVE FILM. SXSC-0011 Tangerine Stained
Glass. This lm is 48" wide.

SX-1546 FROSTED VINE
SOLYX: SX-1546 Frosted Vine Window Film. Beautiful frosted vine design
providing obscure privacy. The vine is a semi-transparent design on a
soft frosted background. Very easy to install!
SX-1800 BRONZE RANDOM LINES
SOLYX: SX-1800 Bronze Random Lines. Very attractive vertical bronze
lines with random width stripes and transparencies.

SX-1801 WHITE RANDOM LINES
SOLYX: SX-1801 White Random Lines. Very attractive vertical white lines
with random width stripes and transparencies.

SGV-6607 FROSTED GLUE CHIP
SimGlas: SGV-6607. Frosted Glue Chip window lm. Simulating Glue Chip
Glass this lm provides semi privacy with an attractive design.
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SXWF-TWM TRANSPARENT WHITE MATTE
SOLYX: SXWF-TWM Transparent White Mattefrosted polyester
translucent/transparent e䏑ect. Ideal for obscuring 70% visibility and
excellent light transmission.
SX-3146 ORGANIC COTTON
SOLYX: SX-3146 Organic Cotton Window Film. This lm is really amazing!
Simulates Muslin or Cotton fabrics. Provides good privacy and has a high
light transmission. Easy to install!
SX-1549 FROSTED FALL
SOLYX: SX-1549 Frosted Fall. Our new frosted fall design providing
obscure privacy. Very easy to install! The colors are from the background
and not in the lm!
SX-1550 FROSTED LATTICE
SOLYX: SX-1550 Frosted Lattice Window Film. A Lattice Diamond design
on a soft frost background providing obscure privacy. The Black Diamond
is 3" wide x 6" high Very easy to install!
SX-1551 CRYSTAL LATTICE
SOLYX: SX-1551 Crystal Lattice: Crystal Lattice Diamond design on a soft
frost background providing obscure privacy. The Crystal Diamond is 3"
wide x 6" high Very easy to install!
SX-SC461 BAMBOO
SOLYX: SX-SC461 Bamboo Static Non Adhesive Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully removeable and reuseable.

SX-SC463 AXIS
SOLYX: SX-SC463 Axis Non Adhesive Static Cling Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully removeable and reuseable.
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SX-SC462 PIXELS
SOLYX: SX-SC462 Pixels Non Adhesive Static Cling Window Film. Pixels are
3/16" square Beautiful prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully
removeable and reuseable.
SX-SC464 CRYSTAL
SOLYX: SX-SC464 Crystal Non Adhesive Static Cling Window Film.
Beautiful prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully removeable and
reuseable.
SX-SC307 FLOWERS
SOLYX: SX-SC307 Flowers Static Cling Non Adhesive window lm. A truly
amazing lm. Prism facets scatter the light making this privacy lm look
like Waterford Crystal. An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility
and also allows plenty of light to pass through. Beautiful prismatic cut
glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully removeable and reuseable.
SX-SC477-PIECE DROPS
SOLYX: SX-SC477 DROPS Static Cling Non Adhesive window lm. An
excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission. Easily removed and reused. Sold as single sheets 35" x
47"
SX-SC465 SAND
SOLYX: SX-SC465 SAND Static Cling Non Adhesive window lm. Simulates
Sand Blasted Glass An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission. Fully removable and reuseable!
SX-SC543 STONES
SOLYX: SX-SC543 STONES Static Cling Non Adhesive Window Film.
Beautiful Prismatic design for semi-privacy. Installs easily and is fully
removeable and reuseable!
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SX-SC511 GEMS
SOLYX: SX-SC511 GEMS Non Adhesive Static Cling Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm. Fully removeable and reuseable.

SX-SC466 FROSTED WEB
SOLYX: SX-SC466 Frosted WebStatic Cling Non Adhesive window lm. An
excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission. Easily installed, removed and reused
SX-SC514 ATLANTIS
SOYX: SX-SC514 Atlantis Static CLing Non Adhesive Window Film
Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl lm. Prism like facets scatter the
light making this lm look like Cut Glass. The colors change as the light
changes. An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility with high
light transmission. A TRULY AMAZING FILM Installs easily. Fully
removeable and reuseable!
SX-1477 CUT GLASS DROPS
SOLYX: SX-1477-Piece. Cut Glass Drops Window Film This lm has a self
stick adhesive with protective clear liner An excellent privacy lm
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission. Sold
as single sheets 35" x 47"
SX-C387 LINEN
SOLYX: SX-C387 Linen Window Film. 48" wide Thin Wavy white line linen
pattern. A subtle design providing semi-obscurity.

SX-1552 CRYSTAL JACKS
SOLYX: SX-1552 Crystal Jacks Window Film. The Jacks are a blurry clear
design with a subtle frosted background providing obscure privacy. The
Jacks are approximately 2” x 2” Very easy to install!
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SX-C367 FINE CROSSED LINES
SOLYX: SX-C367 Fine Crossed Lines. Thin vertical and horizontal white
lines forming tiny clear squares. Perfect for semi obscure privacy.

SX-C300 DUSTED ETCH
SOLYX: SX-C300 Dusted Etch Window Film. A light grey dusted etch lm.
Slightly transparent.

SX-C444 WHITE WATERS
SOLYX: SX-C444 White Waters. Semi-transparent designer lm. The
pattern runs down the length of the roll.

SX-4646 COOL GREY SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-4646 Cool Grey Squares. Slightly Transparent Semi Private
Window lm. Squares are 46mm x 46mm. Space between the squares is
9mm
SX-SC109 NEPTUNE
SOLYX: SX-SC109 Neptune Static Non Adhesive Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm.

SX-SC555 TITANIUM SAND
SOLYX: SX-SC555 TITANIUM SAND Static Cling Non Adhesive window lm.
An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and reducing glare.
Simulates Sand Blasted Glass
SX-1511 CUT GLASS GEMS
SOLYX: SX-1511 Cut Glass Gems Window Film. An excellent privacy lm
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
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SX-SC305-PIECE SHEET OF ICE
SOLYX: SX-SC305-Piece. Sheet of ice. Non adhesive static cling window
lm. Glasslike window lm for privacy and light. Sold as single sheets 35"
x 52"
SX-C386 PIXELLA
SOLYX: SX-C386 Pixella.Architectural design window lm for semi privacy.
Provides a soft and subtle obscurity to glass panels or windows.

SXRR-SQ15C MADE TO SIZE
SOLYX: SXRR-SQ15C Made to size frosted window privacy lm. Designed
for square or rectangular windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed
SXRR-SQ15K MADE TO SIZE
SOLYX: SXRR-SQ15K Made to size frosted privacy window lm. Designed
for square or rectangular windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed
SXRR-SQ15A MADE TO SIZE
SOLYX: SXRR-SQ15A Made to size frosted window privacy lm. Designed
for square or rectangular windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed
SXRR-SQ15R MADE TO SIZE
SOLYX: SXRR-SQ15R Made to size frosted window privacy lm. Designed
for square or rectangular windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed
SXRR-SQ15T MADE TO SIZE
SOLYX: SXRR-SQ15T Made to size Made to size frosted window privacy
lm. Designed for square or rectangular windows. This lm is easily
installed and removed
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SX-C333 PIN POINT
SOLYX: SX-C333 Pin Point. Architectural dot screen lm. Perfect subtle
privacy. This lm pattern is made up closely knit1/8" dots with a pin point
clear reveal
SX-1534 CUT GLASS FLORET
SOLYX: SX-1534 Cut Glass Floret. Window Film for visibility with design.

SX-SC553 ASHER
SOLYX: SX-SC553 Asher adhesive free static cling window lm. Good for
Semi-Privacy and lots of light.

SX-SC554 MYSTIC
SOLYX: SX-SC554 Mystic. Non Adhesive Static Cling window lm. Vertical
prismatic waves creating attractive privacy. Pattern runs up the length of
the roll
SXEG-1027MTSF ABSTRACT STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXEG-1027MTSF Abstract Stained Glass Window Film - Made to
size. A Beautifully colored and well designed decorative stained Glass
Film. This lm simulates actual stained glass and will have a frosted
nish.

SX-SC0012 DOGWOOD DREAMS
SOLYX: SX-SC0012 Dogwood Dreams Non Adhesive Window Film.
Dogwood Dreams is a beautiful translucent frosted static cling window
lm. The image shown on the left is 48" x 48"
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SX-SC558 TITANIUM PIXELS
SOLYX: SX-SC558 Titanium Pixels. Prismatic squares non adhesive
window lm. Reduces glare and adds privacy. Beautiful to look at. Price
per ft. Order the length needed. This lm is 35.5" wide
SX-1462 PIXELS
SOLYX: SX-1462 Pixels Window Film with Adhesive. Prismatic crystal
squares.The prismatic squares are 3/16" x 3/16" Ansparkeling privacy
lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-3131 ECO DUSTED
SOLYX: SX-3131 Eco Dusted decorative privacy glass lm is designed for
application to interior glass and exterior facing windows for the
appearance of etched glass. This lm is made of durable Polyester with a
dusted matt surface. This lm is perfect for privacy, decorative or
architectural applications. This lm is manufactured with a silicone liner
suitable for computer graphics cutting. The adhesive is a clear pressure
sensitive adhesive and the lm is applied using the same tools and
techniques for applying window lms. Price per ft. Order the length
needed. This lm is available in 12", 24", 36", 48" and 60" wide.
SX-1109 CUT GLASS NEPTUNE
SOLYX: SX-1109 Cut Glass Neptune Window Film. Beautiful prismatic cut
glass e䏑ect privacy lm. This lm has an adhesive with a clear protective
liner.
SX-SC108 ATLANTIS MOSAIC STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC108 Atlantis Mosaic Non-Adhesive Translucent embossed
vinyl lm. Prism like facets scatter the light making this privacy lm looks
like colored Glass. An excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission. Perfect forprivacy and glass
enhancement.
SX-SC507 BUBBLES
SOLYX: SX-SC507 BUBBLES Static Cling Non Adhesive window lm. An
excellent privacy lm obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission.
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SX-SC513 MOSAIC
SOLYX: SX-SC513 Mosaic Static Non Adhesive Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass e䏑ect privacy lm.

SX-SC544 RAIN GLASS
SOLYX: SX-SC544 Rain Glass Static Cling Non Adhesive lm. A privacy lm
simulating Textured Rain Glass. Clear like glass embossed vinyl
privacy film simulating Textured Rain Glass. Semi-Obscures direct
visibility.
Note: This film is designed to be viewed through the film from the
installed surface.This film also has a pattern repeat every 24" which
can be seen as a 4" wide band across the width of the film.
SX-SC508 PEBBLES STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC508 Pebbles Static Cling Non Adhesive Window Film.
Beautiful Prismatic design for semi-privacy. Installs easily and is fully
removeable and reuseable!
SH2FGAR AERINA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGAR Aerina. A gentle gradient with a small dot that
changes continuously.

SH2FGAT ALTAIR
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGAT Altair. A modern design that expresses bold
ber textures of handmade Japanese paper.
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SH2FGAP ARPA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGAP Arpa. Randomly concentrated vertical stripes of
di䏑erent widths.

SH2BKAP ARPA BLACK
3M™ Fasara™: SH2BKAP Arpa Black. Randomly concentrated black stripes

of di䏑erent widths.

SH2CSAS ASTRAL SILVER
3M™ Fasara™: SH2CSAS Astral Silver. Silver geometrical shapes that allow

for good light transmission.

SH2PCA9 AURA 9
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PCA9 Aura 9. An etched lm with transparent dots.
Transmits light without giving a sense of being enclosed.

SH2EMCH CHAMONIX
3M™ Fasara™: SH2EMCH Chamonix. This lm gives the look of a very
light gray frosted glass.

SH2FGCE CIELO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGCE Cielo. Transparent pinhole lm. Gives the
appearance and transparency of a veil.

SH2EMES ESSEN
3M™ Fasara™: SH2EMES Essen. A frosted gray lm giving the
appearance of nished glass plate.
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SH2FGFN FINE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGFN Fine.This lm has a sharp design of vertical
stripes spaced 3mm apart.

SH2FNCR FINE CRYSTAL
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FNCR Fine Crystal. A lm with the appearance of
nely frosted glass.

SH2MAGL GLACE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MAGL Glace. A transparent, pale gray, frosted lm.

SH2FGIM ILLUMINA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGIM Illumina. A white dot gradation lm that
gradually changes from milky white to transparent. Gradientis 50" high.

SH2FGIM-G ILLUMINA GLACE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGIM-G Illumina Glace. A frosted gradient lm that
fades as pale, gray dots, from solid frost to transparent. Gradient is 50"
high.
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SH2FGKN KANON
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGKN Kanon. A lm pattern of 7mm white dots.

SH2FGLT LATTICE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLT Lattice. Awhite rectangular patterned lm with
transparent spacing.

SH2FGLT-G LATTICE GLACE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLT-G Lattice Glace. Frosted white rectangular
patterned lm with transparent spacing.

SH2EMLA LAUSANNE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2EMLA Lausanne. Light gray etched glass lm.

SH2FGLS LEISE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLS Leise. Patterned lm of 30mm horizontal
etched stripes.

SH2FGLN LINEN
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLN Linen. Shows a texture of white coarsely woven
linen. Ideal for creating a soft, natural texture space.

SH2FGLO LONTANO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLO Lontano. A white gradient lm. Fades from
solid white into clear transparent with the look of sand. Gradient is 50"
high.
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SH2FGLU LUCE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGLU Luce. A milky white frosted matte lm.

SH2PCL6 LUNA 6
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PCL6 Luna 6. A white lm with transparent dots.

SH2PCL9 LUNA 9
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PCL9 Luna 9. A white lm with a transparent dot
pattern.

SH2MACR-I MAT CRYSTAL I
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MACR-I Mat Crystal i. A light gray etched crystal lm.

SH2MACRX2 MAT CRYSTAL 2
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MACRX2 Mat Crystal 2. A smooth, light gray etched
crystal lm. May be used for exterior application.

SH2MLCRX MILKY CRYSTAL EXTERIOR
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MLCRX Milky Crystal Exterior. A crystal white frosted
lm. May be used for exterior application.

SH2MAML MILKY WHITE / MILANO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MAML Milky White (Milano). A ne milky white matte
lm.
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SH2CSNK NOKTO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2CSNK Nokto. Randomly placed, concentrated vertical

stripes in black, brown, gray, and transparent with silver stripes for
accent. Not recommended for applications in direct sunlight due to heat
cracking.
SH2MAOW OPAQUE WHITE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MAOW Opaque White. White opaque lm with a
pearl sheen.

SH2EMOS OSLO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2EMOS Oslo. Clear Translucent embossed frosty
textured vinyl lm.

SH2FGPR PARACELL
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGPR Paracell. A frosted white rectangular patterned
lm with transparent spacing.

SH2FGPX PIXELA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGPX Pixela. A frosted white pattern of short vertical
rectangles forming horizontal rectangles with transparent spacing.

SH2CSPN PRISM NOIR
3M™ Fasara™: SH2CSPN Prism Noir. Diamond shaped pattern of black

and gray on transparent lm. Not recommended for applications in
direct sunlight due to heat cracking.
SH2CSPS PRISM SILVER
3M™ Fasara™: SH2CSPS Prism Silver. Diamond shaped pattern of varying

shades of silver on transparent lm.
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SH2CSRD RADIUS
3M™ Fasara™: SH2CSRD Radius. Randomly placed, concentrated vertical

stripes in black, with varying slits and silver stripes for accent. Not
recommended for applications in direct sunlight due to heat cracking.
SH2PTRK RIKYU
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PTRK Rikyu. A frosted lm with the delicate texture
and look of rice paper.

SH2FGRB ROBE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGRB Robe. Matte white bands gradually expand in
width on a transparent lm. May be combined with

SH2MAMM MILKY MILKY / SAN MARINO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2MAMM Milky Milky (San Marino). A milky white matte
lm.Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light
transmission.
SH2DGST SEATTLE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2DGST Seattle. A frosted pattern of vertical gradient

10mm wide stripes.

SH2DGST-F SEATTLE FINE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2DGST-F Seattle Fine. A light gray frosted pattern of
vertical, 10mm wide stripes. Stripe gradation is from solid to transparent.

SH2FGSK SHIZUKU
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGSK Shizuku. Translucent white dots on optically
clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.
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SH2FGST SHUTIE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGST Shutie. Alternating etch and translucent vertical
stripes window lm. Transparent spacing.

SH2BKST SHUTIE BLACK
3M™ Fasara™: SH2BKST Shutie Black. Alternating black and gray

translucent vertical stripes window lm. Transparent spacing. Not
recommended for application in direct sunlight due to heat cracking.
SH2FGSL SLAT
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGSL Slat. White matte, horizontal, stripe pattern on
transparent lm.

SH2FGSL-G SLAT GLACE
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGSL-G Slat Glace. Etched, horizontal, stripe pattern
on transparent lm.

SH2FGTG TSURUGI
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGTG Tsurugi. A sharp gradient of white stripes. The
width and arrangement of stripes is random. Gradient is 50" high.

SH2FGVG VEGA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGVG Vega. A bolder, frosted, berglass and rice
paper lm.
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SH2FGVN VENETIAN
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGVN Venetian. Matte white bands gradually expand
in width on a transparent lm. May be combined with

SH2FGVI VISTA
3M™ Fasara™: SH2FGVI Vista. Small translucent white dots on optically
clear window lm providing semi-obscurity.

SH2PTYA YAMATO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PTYA Yamato. White etched rice paper lm.Excellent
simulation of rice paper. Objects can be seen through this film.
Great for obscuring direct visibility and allows good light
transmission.
SX-CATAR SOLYX ARCHITECTURAL CATALOG
This catalog contains all of our films that are ideal for architectural
applications.Contains Architectural and SimGlas Films. This catalog
is an essential addition for Architects and Designers resource
library.
SX-CATDEC SOLYX DECORATIVE CATALOG
This catalog contains all of our films that are ideal for decorative
applications.Contains all of our decorative films. This catalog is an
essential addition for Architects and Designers resource library or
simply to help you decide what is the right film for yourapplication.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10 Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
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ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10A
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10A Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10B
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10B Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10C
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10C Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10D
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10DMade to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10E
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10E Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10F
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10F Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10G
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10G Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
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ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10H
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10H Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10I
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10I Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10J
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10J Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10K
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10K Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10L
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10L Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10M
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10M Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10N
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10N Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
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ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10O
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10O Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10P
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10P Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10Q
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10Q Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10R
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10R Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed. Enter you dimensions and quantity to order.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10S
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10S Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10T
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10T Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10U
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10U Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
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ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10V
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10V Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10W
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10W Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10X
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10X Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10Y
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10Y Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10ZA
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10ZA Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10ZB
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10ZB Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10ZC
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10ZC Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular and oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
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ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10ZD
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10ZD Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10ZE
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10ZE Made to size frosted window privacy lm.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This lm is easily installed and
removed.
SX-001 BASIC WINDOW FILM APPLICATION KIT
This basic kit is perfect for a quick installation. Basic Kit includes:
1 Squeegee
1 Quality Knife
1 Measuring tape
Instructions for installation

SX-002 COMPLETE WINDOW FILM APPLICATION KIT
This complete kit comes with all of the essential window lm tools
needed for installation. Complete Kit includes:
Specially formulated and pre-measured mounting solution
T-Squeegee
Card Squeegee
Quality Trimming Knife
Spray Bottle
Tape Measure

SX-SC551 DOMINO
SOLYX: SX-SC551 Domino Static Cling Non Adhesive window film. A truly
amazing film. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and also
allows plenty of light to pass through. Fully removeable and reuseable.
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SX-SC557 TITANIUM STONES
SOLYX: SX-SC557 Titanium Stones Static Cling Non Adhesive window film.
A truly amazing film. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
also allows plenty of light to pass through. Fully removeable and reuseable.
SX-SC308 TITANIUM FLOWERS
SOLYX: SX-SC308 Titanium FlowersStatic Cling Non Adhesive window film.
A truly amazing film. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
also allows plenty of light to pass through. Fully removeable and reuseable.
SX-1543 CUT GLASS STONES
SOLYX: SX-1543 Cut Glass Stones. Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl
film. Varying sizes of prism circles and ovals scatter the light making this
privacy film sparkle. The colors change as the light changes. Semiobscures direct visibility.
SX-5010 SUGAR
SOLYX: SX-5010 Sugar. White random oval shapes approximately 1 inch in
diameter with a subtle semi-transparent rice paper background. Allows for
good light transmission and privacy. Film has sand-blasted texture. Order
the length (quantity) needed x 59" wide.
SX-5013 TWO TONE SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-5013 Two Tone Squares. A modern and elegant take on a
basic geometric design. Solid frost squares bordered by a less opaque
square, spaced with clear. Squares are 2" x 2" with 1/4" clear space
throughout. (Inner squares are 7/8" with 1/8" clear space.)
SGV-6610 FROSTED ICE CUBES
SimGlas: SGV-6610 Frosted Ice Cubes. Crystal Clear cubes on frosted film.
Cubes are 1/4" x 1/4" with a 1/8" frosted border. Attractive durable film
providing semi-private distraction.
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SGV-6612 FROSTED PERSIMMON
SimGlas: SGV-6612 Frosted Persimmon. A beautiful design! Crystal Clear
silhouette of Persimmon branches and fruit on frosted film. Attractive
durable film providing semi-private distraction.
SGV-6613 FROSTED STRIÉ
SimGlas: SGV-6613 Frosted Strié. Clear, soft, natural striped strié lines on
frosted film.Attractive durable film providing semi-private distraction

SX-SC534 FLORET
SOLYX: SX-SC534 Floret. Static cling, non-adhesive window film
for visibility with design.An excellent privacy film obscuring direct
visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
SGV-6608 FROSTED DIAMOND
SimGlas: SGV-6608 Frosted Diamond. Frosted background with a clear
diamond pattern for attractive privacy with high light transmission.

SX-SC302 ICE ICICLES
SOLYX: SX-SC302 Ice Icicles.Static Non Adhesive Window Film. Beautiful
prismatic cut glass effect privacy film. Prism facets scatter the light making
this privacy film look like cut glass. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct
visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-4500 COOL GREY
SOLYX: SX-4500 Cool Grey. Light grey, opaque privacy window film. This is
a very refined, understated window film. Perfect for providing privacy, as
well as a mellow subtlety. This film has a scratch resistant protective
coating.
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SX-0402 COOL GREY STRIPES 4MM/2MM
SOLYX: SX-0402 Cool Grey Stripes. 4mm stripe with 2mm clear. A light
grey, neutral toned stripe with alternating clear stripes to allow for semiprivacy. This film has a scratch resistant protective coating.
SX-1214 COOL GREY STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-1214 Cool Grey Stripes. 1/2" stripe with 1/4" clear. A light grey,
neutral toned stripe with alternating clear stripes to allow for semi-privacy.
This film has a scratch resistant protective coating.
SX-4510 COOL GREY STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-4510 Cool Grey Stripes. 1 3/4" stripe with 3/8" clear. A light
grey, neutral toned stripe with alternating clear stripes to allow for semiprivacy. This film has a scratch resistant protective coating.
SX-1309 FINE CRYSTAL FROST
SOLYX: SX-1309 Fine Crystal Frost. Clear (no color), translucent, high
grade embossed vinyl film. Simulates fine frosted glass. Ideal for obscuring
direct visibility while allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-2080 CLEAR DRY ERASE
SOLYX: SX-2080Clear Dry Erase Film. Transform any smooth surface Glass, Walls, Wallboards - into a Dry Erase Markerboard.

SX-1910 CONSTRUCTION MATTE BLACK
SOLYX: SX-1910 Construction Matte Black. A Black Matte Opaque film for
temporary installation during construction or events. Easily removed.
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SXJ-0570 BLADES GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0570 Blades Gradient.Perfect for graduated privacy.
Gradation is from solid translucent white matte to clear. Gradation is
created by long "blades" changing from thick at the bottom to thin at the
top. 60" HIGH Supplied per running ft. (Select the length for total width
required)

SXJ-0561 FINE DOTS GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0561 Fine Dots Gradient. Perfect for graduated privacy.
Gradation is from solid translucent white matte to clear in a fine dot
formation. 60" HIGH. Supplied per running ft. (Select the length for total
width required).
SXJ-0580 SYMMETRIC FINE DOT GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0580 Symmetric Fine Dots Gradient. Gradation is from solid
translucent white matte to clear in a fine dot formation; adual direction fade
composed of dots. Opaque in the middle, fading out to clear. Designed for
eye-level privacy. 60" HIGH. Supplied per running ft. (Select the length for
total width required).
SX-SC0020 RICE PAPER STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC0020Rice Paper Static Cling.Frosted White Translucent Rice
Paper non-adhesive, static cling window film. Excellent simulation of rice paper.
Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows good light transmission. Removable
and reusable!

SX-1463 AXIS
SOLYX: SX-1463 Axis. Beautiful prismatic cut glass circular effect privacy
film. This film does have an adhesive on it. Priced per running ft. Order the
length you need in number of feet. This film is 35" wide.
SX-1409 SAND MATTE
SOLYX: SX-1409 Sand Matte. Translucent embossed vinyl film. An
excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light
transmission. Ideal for bathroom windows.
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SIMGLAS WINDOW FILM CLEANER & POLISH 8 OZ. PUMP BOTTLE &
MICRO FIBER POLISHING CLOTH KIT
Kit Includes:

One 8oz. SimGlas Atomizing Pump Bottle
One Large Micro Fiber Terry Polishing Cloth
Designed for:

All window films and Automotive Tint
Glare resistant glass or plastic
UV filtering window film or plastic
Vinyl Graphic films
Windows and Mirrors
Non-toxic & Safe for use on:
Aquariums and Habitats
Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Perspex and Lexan®
Food storage bins
Stainless steel kitchen appliances
Granite counter tops
Hard shiny surfaces
Paint and Acrylic surfaces
GPS Navigation screens
Mobile DVD entertainment
Smartphones and Tablet Devices
Eyeware & Windshields
Bright metal, stainless steel
Tinted Windows and soft vinyl windows
Cleans, Protects & Beautifies! Non-Toxic! Alcohol & Ammonia Free! Made in
the USA
SX-5015 ORGANIC STRI�
SOLYX: SX-5015 Organic Strié. An organic, natural pattern of white strokes
with a clear background. Attractive durable film providing semi-private
distraction.
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SIMGLAS WINDOW FILM CLEANER & POLISH 8 OZ. PUMP BOTTLE
Designed for:

All window films and Automotive Tint
Glare resistant glass or plastic
UV filtering window film or plastic
Vinyl Graphic films
Windows and Mirrors
Non-toxic & Safe for use on:
Aquariums and Habitats
Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Perspex and Lexan®
Food storage bins
Stainless steel kitchen appliances
Granite counter tops
Hard shiny surfaces
Paint and Acrylic surfaces
GPS Navigation screens
Mobile DVD entertainment
Smartphones and Tablet Devices
Eyeware & Windshields
Bright metal, stainless steel
Tinted Windows and soft vinyl windows
Cleans, Protects & Beautifies! Non-Toxic! Alcohol & Ammonia Free! Made in
the USA
SIMGLAS WINDOW FILM CLEANER & POLISH 32 OZ. TRIGGER SPRAY
BOTTLE
Designed for:

All window films and Automotive Tint
Glare resistant glass or plastic
UV filtering window film or plastic
Vinyl Graphic films
Windows and Mirrors
Non-toxic & Safe for use on:
Aquariums and Habitats
Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Perspex and Lexan®
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Food storage bins
Stainless steel kitchen appliances
Granite counter tops
Hard shiny surfaces
Paint and Acrylic surfaces
GPS Navigation screens
Mobile DVD entertainment
Smartphones and Tablet Devices
Eyeware & Windshields
Bright metal, stainless steel
Tinted Windows and soft vinyl windows
Cleans, Protects & Beautifies! Non-Toxic! Alcohol & Ammonia Free! Made in
the USA

SIMGLAS WINDOW FILM CLEANER & POLISH 128 OZ. (1 GALLON)
JUG
Designed for:

All window films and Automotive Tint
Glare resistant glass or plastic
UV filtering window film or plastic
Vinyl Graphic films
Windows and Mirrors
Non-toxic & Safe for use on:
Aquariums and Habitats
Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Perspex and Lexan®
Food storage bins
Stainless steel kitchen appliances
Granite counter tops
Hard shiny surfaces
Paint and Acrylic surfaces
GPS Navigation screens
Mobile DVD entertainment
Smartphones and Tablet Devices
Eyeware & Windshields
Bright metal, stainless steel
Tinted Windows and soft vinyl windows
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Cleans, Protects & Beautifies! Non-Toxic! Alcohol & Ammonia Free! Made in
the USA
SX-SC0314 DUSTED STATIC CLING
THIS FILM HAS A WHITE RELEASE LINER WHICH MUST BE REMOVED
TO VIEW FILM, AS WELL AS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
SOLYX: SX-SC0314 Dusted Static ClingDecorative Privacy glass films are
recommended for application to interior glass and exterior glass. This film is a premium,
2-mil(50 micron) cast vinyl with an etched look added. It is perfect for privacy, decorative
or architectural applications. Use it whenever you need the added elegance of an
etched glass look without costly etching or sandblasting. This versatile product has been
designed to deliver outstanding performance and durability. A unique synthetic silicone
liner makes it easier than the standard etched glass vinyl easier to see when weeding –
even when using fine-lined graphics and lettering. Non-adhesive, static cling.Easy to

clean, removable, and reusable.This film is applied using the same tools and
techniques for applying solar control window films.

SX-SCWO WHITE STATIC CLING
SOLYX: White Static Cling. White, translucent, non-adhesive, vinyl film.
Totally blocks visibility. Fair light transmission.

SX-5018 STYX
SOLYX: SX-5018 Styx. A beautiful design! Reddish-brown pigmented reeds
appear scattered on a transparent background. Allows for good light
transmission. An attractive, durable film providing semi-private distraction.
SX-3130 WHITE 70 DIFFUSER
SOLYX: SX-3130 White 70 Diffuser glass film is recommended for
application to interior glass or exterior glass, acrylic and polycarbonate.
This film is a premium, 2-mil(50 micron) cast vinyl light diffusing film. It is
perfect for privacy, decorative or architectural applications, printing, back
lighting and computer plotting. This versatile product has been designed to
deliver outstanding performance and durability. A unique synthetic silicone
liner makes it easy for plotting and installing. A special adhesive system
ensures superior adhesion under the most demanding conditions. This film
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is applied using the same tools and techniques for applying solar control
window films.

SXP-025UV BRIMSTONE YELLOW
SOLYX: SXP-025UV Brimstone Yellow. Transparent, optically clear, UV
stabilized, colored, polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs,
window graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 75% UV Blocking: 99% Infrared Transmission: 14% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
SXP-020UV AMBER
SOLYX: SXP-020UV Amber. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester
film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for
high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and
back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be
superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission:
57% UV Blocking: 95% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order the length
(quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please
order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for installation
in direct sunlight!
SXP-034UV ORANGE
SOLYX: SXP-034UV Orange. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 50% UV Blocking: 97% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.)
SXP-041 PINK
SOLYX: SXP-041 Pink. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester film
with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for highquality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and back-lit
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glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be superimposed to
create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission: 40% UV
Blocking: 73% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order the length (quantity)
needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples
to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended for installation in
direct sunlight.**

SXP-039 RASPBERRY RED
SOLYX: SXP-039 Raspberry Red. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 35% UV Blocking: 85% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not
recommended for installation in direct sunlight.**
SXP-032UV LIGHT RED
SOLYX: SXP-032UV Light Red. Transparent, optically clear, UV Stabilized,
colored, polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss
surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs,
window graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 30% UV Blocking: 99% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
SXP-031 RED
SOLYX: SXP-031 Red. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester film
with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for highquality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and back-lit
glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be superimposed to
create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission: 19% UV
Blocking: 100% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order the length (quantity)
needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples
to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended for installation in
direct sunlight.**
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SXP-030 DARK RED
SOLYX: SXP-030 Dark Red. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester
film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for
high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and
back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be
superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission:
15% UV Blocking: 100% Infrared Transmission: 14% Order the length
(quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please
order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended
for installation in direct sunlight.**
SXP-076 LILAC
SOLYX: SXP-076 Lilac. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester film
with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for highquality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and back-lit
glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be superimposed to
create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission: 50% UV
Blocking: 50% Infrared Transmission: 16% Order the length (quantity)
needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples
to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended for installation in
direct sunlight.**
SXP-077UV TELEMAGENTA
SOLYX: SXP-077UV Telemagenta. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 23% UV Blocking: 81% Infrared Transmission: 16% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
SXP-081 PRUNE
SOLYX: SXP-081 Prune. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester film
with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for highquality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and back-lit
glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be superimposed to
create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission: 15% UV
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Blocking: 98% Infrared Transmission: 14% Order the length (quantity)
needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples
to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended for installation in
direct sunlight.**

SXP-RC300 MEDICAL RED
SOLYX: SXP-RC300 Medical Red. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 8% UV Blocking: 100% Infrared Transmission: 14% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) These films are suitable
for interior applications only and should not be installed in direct sunlight!
SXP-040 VIOLET
SOLYX: SXP-040 Violet. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester film
with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for highquality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and back-lit
glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be superimposed to
create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission: 8% UV Blocking:
90% Infrared Transmission: 55% Order the length (quantity) needed x 60"
wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples to view
colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended for installation in direct
sunlight.**
SXP-056UV ICE BLUE
SOLYX: SXP-056UV Ice Blue. Transparent, optically clear, UV Stabilized,
colored, polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss
surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs,
window graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 40% UV Blocking: 91% Infrared Transmission: 20% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
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SXP-096UV STEEL BLUE
SOLYX: SXP-096 Steel Blue.Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester
film with scratch resistant, protective coating.Gloss surface. Created for
high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics
andback-litglass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be
superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission:
44% UV Blocking: 66% Infrared Transmission: 15%

Order the length (quantity) needed x

60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please order samples to view
colors accurately.)
SXP-095 BRIGHT BLUE
SOLYX: SXP-095 Bright Blue. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 32% UV Blocking: 74% Infrared Transmission: 13% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.)
SXP-052UV AZURE BLUE
SOLYX: SXP-052UV Azure Blue. Transparent, optically clear, UV Stabilized,
colored, polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss
surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs,
window graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 14% UV Blocking: 80% Infrared Transmission: 28% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
SXP-057 TRAFFIC BLUE
SOLYX: SXP-057UV Traffic Blue. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 9% UV Blocking: 93% Infrared Transmission: 53% Order the
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length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.)

SXP-097 BLUE GREEN
SOLYX: SXP-097 Blue Green. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 22% UV Blocking: 97% Infrared Transmission: 20% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not
recommended for installation in direct sunlight.**
SXP-063UV LIME TREE GREEN
SOLYX: SXP-063UV Lime Tree Green. Transparent, optically clear, UV
stabilized, colored, polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating.
Gloss surface. Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs,
window graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors
that can be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 43% UV Blocking: 99% Infrared Transmission: 11% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) This film is suitable for
installation in direct sunlight!
SXP-068 GRASS GREEN
SOLYX: SXP-068 Grass Green. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 28% UV Blocking: 96% Infrared Transmission: 14% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not
recommended for installation in direct sunlight.**
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SXP-074 MIDDLE GREY
SOLYX: SXP-074 Middle Grey. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 55% UV Blocking: 66% Infrared Transmission: 11% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not
recommended for installation in direct sunlight.**
SXP-073 DARK GREY
SOLYX: SXP-073 Dark Grey. Transparent, optically clear, colored, polyester
film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface. Created for
high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window graphics and
back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can be
superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light Transmission:
36% UV Blocking: 83% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order the length
(quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative. Please
order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not recommended
for installation in direct sunlight.**
SXP-079 REDDISH BROWN
SOLYX: SXP-079 Reddish Brown. Transparent, optically clear, colored,
polyester film with scratch resistant, protective coating. Gloss surface.
Created for high-quality illuminated or stained glass designs, window
graphics and back-lit glass surfaces. Available in 25 gloss colors that can
be superimposed to create an infinite color palette. Visible Light
Transmission: 24% UV Blocking: 99% Infrared Transmission: 12% Order
the length (quantity) needed x 60" wide. (Image colors are representative.
Please order samples to view colors accurately.) **This film is not
recommended for installation in direct sunlight.**
SX-SC0316 SILVER STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC0316 Silver Static Cling 15% window film (78% Heat
rejection) sets the industry standard as one of the most powerful and
economical solar heat rejecting static cling films available, while maintaining
minimal light reduction and maximum glare and heat rejection. A window
film with fantastic solar performance specifications which also blocks out
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99% of the UV rays! It is also a reflective silver privacy one way film that
provides excellent one way visibility and daytime privacy. It can be installed
onto glass, Acrylic or polycarbonate sheeting.

SX-SC489 SAPPHIRE ICE
SOLYX: SX-SC489 Sapphire Ice. A beautiful, textured,stained glass
pattern available as a static cling, non-adhesive film.

SX-SC488 DOGWOOD ICE
SOLYX: SX-SC488 Dogwood Ice. Dogwood Ice, non-adhesive window film
is a beautiful translucent textured static cling window film.

SX-1405-49 SEAFOAM PEARL
SOLYX: SX-1405-49 Seafoam Pearl.A frosted, light-diffusing film with an
elegant pearl luster. Beautiful seafoam blue-green color. Provides excellent
privacy.
DF-PA CHILL
3M Fasara™ Dichroic: DF-PA Chill. The DF-PA Chill colors shift between
cool tones of blue/magenta/yellow and gold/blue. Made of premium grade
multi-layered polymeric film. Non-metallic, non-conductive, and noncorrosive. Applications include interior and interior-perimeter glass
surfaces. Priced per foot. Order the length (quantity) needed x 44" wide. To
view a video of this film
SH2PTSF SAFU
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PTSF Safu. An elegant light diffusing film withmodern
design that expresses bold fiber textures of handmade Japanese paper. A simple
film which adds excellent privacy.

SH2PTKU KENUN
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PTKU Kenun. A beautiful decorative rice paper film for
light and privacy control. Blocks at least 99% of UV light to reduce the
discoloring (fading caused by sunlight and UV exposure) of furniture and
other items.
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SH2SIIM ILLUMINA SILVER
3M™ Fasara™: SH2SIIM Illumina Silver.A silver dot gradation film that
gradually changes from solid silver dots to transparent (more spacing).
Gradient is 50" high.
RE1SIAR SILVER 1 REFLECTIVE OPAQUE
3M™ Fasara™: RE1SIAR Silver 1 Reflective Opaque film is a highly
reflectivemirror window film that can be used on a building’s interior glass.

Turns any glass into a silver mirror! This film has a scratch resistant
surface!Silver 1 also blocks 99% of UV lightto reduce the discoloring/fading
caused by sunlight.
50" Wide. Priced per Ft. Order the length (quantity) needed x 50" wide.
WH-111-G WHITEBOARD FINISH
3M™ DI-NOC™: WH-111-G Whiteboard Finish is a unique glass finish with
a writable and erasable surface over a durable, plastic (polyester) core
layer. Dry erase markers and erasers can be used with this film. The WH111-G Whiteboard Finish film is suitable for wet application on interior glass
surfaces. This film is opaque white with a glossy finish. Pressure-sensitive
adhesive.
SX-SC560 ICE CHIPS
SOLYX: SX-SC560 Ice Chips. 36" Wide. Static Cling Non Adhesive window
film. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing
excellent light transmission.
SX-SC563 OVERLAYS
SOLYX: SX-SC563 Overlays. Static cling, non-adhesive window film. A
geometric, quilted pattern with varying textures. Allows excellent light
transmission. Perfect for obscuring direct visibility. Semi-privacy film. Order
the length (quantity) needed x 35.5" Wide
SX-SC561 AMBIT
SOLYX: SX-SC561 Ambit. Static cling, non-adhesive window film. A unique
geometric pattern with varying textures and dimensions. Excellent for
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obscuring visibility. Allows for significant light transmission. Order length
(quantity) needed x 35.5" Wide

SX-SC564 INCLINED CELL
SOLYX: SX-SC564 Inclined Cell. Static cling, non-adhesive window film.
Unique overlapping frosted brick cell design. Clear spacing. Excellent for
obscuring visibility. Semi-private. Order the length (quantity) needed by 36"
wide.
SX-SC409 WHITE SAND STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC409 White Sand Static Cling, Non-adhesive film. White sand
blasted finish. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
reducing glare. Order the length (quantity) needed x 36" Wide.
SX-1206 CRYSTAL QUARTZ
SOLYX: SX-1206 Crystal Quartz. Crushed quartz stone effect. Clear
textured film. Allows excellent light transmission. Obscures direct
visibility.Adhesive film.Order length (quantity) needed x 60" Wide
SX-9100 CHICAGO
SOLYX: SX-9100 Chicago. A modern pattern of short, fragmented, white
strokes with clear background. (A derivative of our SXHE-1034 Ice
Forest)Excellent distraction film.
SX-0044 STUCCO ICE
SOLYX: SX-0044 Stucco Ice. A clear, textured, stucco-like finish. Excellent
for obscuring direct visibility and as a decorative finish to glass.

SXWF-STWM TRANSPARENT WHITE MATTE
SOLYX: SXWF-STWM Transparent White Matte.Matte White frosted polyester
translucent/transparent effect. Ideal for obscuring 70% visibility and excellent light
transmission. 11.75" wide x 49 ft roll PRICED PER ROLL!
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SXJ-S0550 WHITE DUSTED MATTE
SOLYX: SXJ-S0550 White Dusted Matte.Ideal for obscuring direct visibility
and allowing good light through the film.12" wide x 49ft roll. PRICED PER
ROLL!
SX-S1309 FINE CRYSTAL FROST
SOLYX: SXS-1309 Fine Crystal Frost.Clear (no color), translucent, high
grade embossed vinyl film. Simulates fine frosted glass. Ideal for obscuring
direct visibility while allowing excellent light transmission.12" wide x 49ft roll.
PRICED PER ROLL!
SX-2011 MICRO DOT
SOLYX: SX-2011 Micro Dot. An intricate, geometric pattern of tiny, white
hexagons. Excellent distraction film. Gives the appearance of a screen.

SXJ-0553 SAPPHIRE DOT GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0553 Sapphire Dot Gradient. A modern sapphire dot pattern.
Graduates in opacity from bottom to top. Perfect for semi-privacy. Supplied
per running foot x 53" High. Order the width needed.

SXJ-0530 GRADIENT STRIPES
SOLYX: SXJ-0530 Gradient Stripes window film graduates in opacity from
the bottom to the top of the film. Perfect for semi-privacy. Supplied per
running foot x 60" HIGH. Order width needed.

SX-SC565 TWO TONE SPARKLE
SOLYX: SX-SC565 Two Tone Sparkle. Static cling, non-adhesive. Solid frost
squares bordered by a thick white square, spaced with a sparkle frost.
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SX-SC0060 CRYSTAL CLEAR STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC0060 Crystal Clear vinyl static cling film.

SX-7876 CHALKBOARD BLACK
Black vinyl film with a chalkboard-like surface. Excellent for walls in
kitchens, dining rooms, living rooms, children's bedrooms, classrooms,
offices and any place that could require a durable writing surface without
damaging the walls. No more messy chalkboard paint! Easy to apply and
remove! Beneficial qualities include but are not limited to:
Durable, print-receptive/chalk-receptive, 4.0mil black vinyl
High-tack removable pressure-sensitive adhesive (with initial
repositionability) designed to adhere to smooth painted wall boards (nonvinyl) and a variety of low-surface energy plastics
Printable via UV and solvent screen, UV inkjet, UV offset, and UV &
Solvent flexo
Excellent layflat release liner properties for printing and converting
Wipes clean with dry eraser or soft, lint-free cloth; can refresh with a
damp (water), soft, lint-free cloth periodically as needed.
Priced per running foot. Order the length (quantity) x 24", 36", or 60" wide.
SX-3147 DUSTED WATERS
SOLYX: SX-3147 Dusted Waters. Our white waters pattern on a white matte
finish background. Excellent privacy film. Priced per foot. Order the length
(quantity) 24", 36", and 60" wide.
SX-4647 COOL GREY MATTE SQUARES
SOLYX: SX-4647 Cool Grey Matte Squares. Our cool grey squares with a
matte finish.
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SX-3148 GOTHAM
SOLYX: SX-3148 Gotham.A modern pattern of short, fragmented, white
strokes with a matte finish. (A derivative of our SXHE-1034 Ice Forest and
SX-9100 Chicago) Excellent distraction film.
SX-5016 TUMBLEWEED
SOLYX: SX-5016 Tumbleweed. A beautiful design! White silhouette of
overlapping tumbleweeds on clear film. Attractive, durable film, providing
semi-private distraction.
SXEG-4863 MOROCCO
SOLYX: SXEG-4863 Morocco. A beautiful and vibrant design that will liven
up any area! Glazed, scratch resistant, textured surface. Gives the look and
feel of real glass!
SXEG-4861 BOTTLED
SOLYX: SXEG-4861 Bottled. A unique design of bottled stained glass in an
array of vibrant colors! Squares are 16" x 16".

SXEG-4860 BAMBOO FLOWERS
SOLYX: SXEG-4860 Bamboo Flowers. This elegant stained glass pattern of
bamboo stalks and fresh white flowers adds simple privacy to any glass!

SXEG-4862 FEATHERS
SOLYX: SXEG-4862 Feathers. This vibrant pattern of stained glass
bohemian feathers can brighten up any space!

SX-SC569 BLACK ICE CHIP
SOLYX: SX-SC569 Black Ice Chip. Static Cling Non Adhesive window film.
An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent
light transmission and glare reduction.
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SX-SC570 DARK WATERS HORIZONTAL
SOLYX: SX-SC570 Dark Waters Horizontal. Translucent grey embossed
vinyl film. Static cling, non-adhesive. Pattern runs horizontally across the
width of the film. Has the appearance of ocean waves. Ideal for semiobscuring direct visibility while allowing good light transmission.
SX-SC567 CLEAR WATERS HORIZONTAL
SOLYX: SX-SC567 Clear Waters Horizontal. Translucent clear (colorless)
embossed vinyl film. Static cling, non-adhesive. Pattern runs horizontally
across the width of the film. Has the appearance of ocean waves. Ideal for
semi-obscuring direct visibility while allowing good light transmission.
DF-PA BLAZE

3M Fasara™ Dichroic: DF-PA Blaze.TheDF-PA Blaze colors shift between
warm tones of cyan/blue/magenta and red/gold.Made of premium grade
multilayered polymeric film. Non-metallic,non-conductive, and noncorrosive. Applications include interior and interior-perimeterglass surfaces.
Priced per foot. Order the length (quantity) needed x 48"wide. To view a
video of this film
SX-SC571 CUT GLASS DIAMONDS
SOLYX: SX-SC571 Cut Glass Diamonds. A beautiful cut glass pattern
simulating baguette cut diamonds embedded in frosted glass. Perfect for
privacy applicatoins.Static-cling, non-adhesive. Baguette shaped diamonds
are 1/2" x 3/8" and square pattern is 1.5" x 1.5".
SX-5020 WHITE SPRING BUDS
An elegant silhouette pattern of budding branches. White on clear.
Excellent distraction film.

SX-1580 THATCH FROST
SOLYX: SX-1580 Thatch Frost. Strikingly attractive and simple pattern of
thatch marks on durable frosted film providing semi-private distraction.
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SXJ-0545 BEACH GRASS GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0545 Beach Grass Gradient. A beautiful gradient of beach
grass surrounded by mist, fading from solid white to clear. Perfect for
graduated privacy. Supplied per running ft x 71" high.

SX-5021 TWO TONE STRIPES
SOLYX: SX-5021 Two Tone Stripes. Attractive durable film providing semiprivate distraction.

SGD-6011 OLDE ENGLISH
SimGlas: SGD-6011 Olde English. Beautiful simulation of old hammered
glass with English iron grill work. Excellent privacy film.

LUMENESSE 777-S HURRICANE PROTECTION FILM
The most advanced and strongest film lamination system of its kind,
offering 24 hour protection for your home or office. 8 mil clear safety film.

SXJ-0546 ORGANIC COTTON GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0546 Organic Cotton Gradient. Simulates muslin or cotton
fabric that fades from semi-transparent to clear.An elegant film that
provides privacy while still allowing excellent light transmission.

SXJ-0547 FEATHER GRADIENT
SOLYX: SXJ-0547 Feather Gradient. A simple feathered fade gradient from
white to clear. Excellent for semi-privacy while still allowing excellent light
transmission.
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SXD-4200 DICHROSQUARES
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic cut glass film, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Squares are 5/8" x 5/8". Adhesive backed.
SXD-4210 DICHRODOTS
A shimmering and beautiful,dichroiccut glass film, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. Semi-obscures
direct visibility. Allows excellent light transmission. Circles are 3/8" in
diameter. Adhesive backed.
SXD-4220 DICHROGEO
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic cut glass film, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Adhesive backed.
SXD-4230 DICHROSHARDS
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic cut glass film, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Adhesive backed.
SXD-4240 DICHROSTONES
Varying sizes of prism circles and ovals scatter the light, making this privacy
film sparkle! A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic cut glass film, that shifts
through a rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. Excellent
film for obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Adhesive backed.
SXD-4250 DICHROFROST
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic frost film, that shifts through a rainbow
of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission. Adhesive
backed.
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SXD-4260 DICHROSCALES
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic cut glass film, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Adhesive backed.
SXD-4270 DICHROGLITTER
A shimmering and beautiful, dichroic texturedfilm, that shifts through a
rainbow of colors from a change in light or movement. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Adhesive backed.
SXB-20 GOLDEN YELLOW SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-21 YELLOW SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SX-BSFH BIRD SAFETY FILM - HORIZONTAL
SOLYX®SX-BSFHHorizontal Pattern Bird Safety film is designed to deter
birds from flying into reflective glass, thus suffering an injury or death and
causing potential damage to property. Our Bird Deterrent film is the best
way to stop birds from flying into windows once and for all. Bird strikes are
a common problem today in residences and our Bird Strike films have been
shown to help control birds from hitting windows. Create Bird Safe windows
with our SOLYX: SX-BSFH Bird Strike Safety Film.
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SX-BSFV BIRD SAFETY FILM - VERTICAL
SOLYX®SX-BSFV Vertical Pattern Bird Safety film is designed to deter birds
from flying into reflective glass, thus suffering an injury or death and
causing potential damage to property. Our Bird Deterrent film is the best
way to stop birds from flying into windows once and for all. Bird strikes are
a common problem today in residences and our Bird Strike films have been
shown to help control birds from hitting windows. Create Bird Safe windows
with our SOLYX: SX-BSFH Bird Strike Safety Film.
SX-SC005 DARK TINT, BLACK - 5%
SX-SC005 Dark Tint, Black – 5% Static Cling, Non adhesive privacy and
glare control film. 5% Visible Light Transmission. Maximum Daytime
Privacy. Good for room darkening. Also great for automotive windows to
protect infants from bright sunlight! This film enhances daytime privacy
without obstructing the view or natural light. Removable and Reusable. Roll
Measures - 36 in. wide x 30 ft. long. $79.95 each
SX-2020 DRY ERASE MIST
SX-2020Dry Erase Mist film is a 4mil transparent white mist film coated with
a premium dry erase surface and a permanent acrylic pressure sensitive
adhesive. It has a clear polyester release liner. This film isrecommended for
application to interior glass surfaces. This film has a premium quality dry
erase surface and is perfect for semi privacy, decorative or architectural
applications where a dry erase surface is desirable. It is installed using the
same methods for installing window films.
SX-2040 DRY ERASE FOG
SX-2040 Dry Erase Fog is a 4mil transparent white mist film coated with a
premium dry erase surface and a permanent acrylic pressure sensitive
adhesive. It has a clear polyester release liner. This filmis recommended for
application to interior glass surfaces. This film has a premium quality dry
erase surface and is perfect for semi privacy, decorative or architectural
applications where a dry erase surface is desirable. It is installed using the
same methods for installing window films.
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SX-2060 DRY ERASE HAZE
SX-2060 Dry Erase Haze film is a 4mil transparent white mist film coated
with a premium dry erase surface and a permanent acrylic pressure
sensitive adhesive. It has a clear polyester release liner. This filmis
recommended for application to interior glass surfaces. This film has a
premium quality dry erase surface and is perfect for semi privacy,
decorative or architectural applications where a dry erase surface is
desirable. It is installed using the same methods for installing window films.
SX-2070 DRY ERASE ETCH
SX-2070 Dry Erase Etch film is a 5mil transparent white etch film coated
with a premium dry erase surface and a permanent acrylic pressure
sensitive adhesive. It has a clear polyester release liner. This filmis
recommended for application to interior glass surfaces. This film has a
premium quality dry erase surface and is perfect for semi privacy,
decorative or architectural applications where a dry erase surface is
desirable. It is installed using the same methods for installing window films.
SX-2090 WHITE DRY ERASE FOR GLASS
SX-2090 White Dry Erase film for Glass is a 4.3 mil White Opaque film
coated with a premium dry erase surface and a permanent acrylic pressure
sensitive adhesive. It has a clear polyester release liner. Any writing on this
film cannot be seen from the other side! This filmis recommended for
application to interior glass surfaces. This film has a premium quality dry
erase surface and is perfect for decorative or architectural applications
where a dry erase surface is desirable. It is installed using the same
methods for installing window films.
SGV-6615 CHRYSALIS
A unique pattern of clear flowers stretching and dancing on a frosted
background.

SX-C363 PLAID ETCH
Thin Wavy Plaid Lines. A subtle fine etched lines design providing semiobscurity. Printed on a 100% UV blocking optically clear window film.
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SX-1000 FINE CAST SAND BLAST
SX-1000 Fine Cast Sandblast is a UV blocking sandblast effect film. Perfect
for privacy and allows plenty of light through. Paper release liner.

SX-1461 CUT GLASS BAMBOO
SOLYX: SX-1461 Cut Glass BambooBeautiful prismatic cut glass effect
privacy film.

SX-1464 CUT GLASS CRYSTAL
SX-1464 Cut Glass Crystal Beautiful prismatic cut glass effect privacy film.
Excellent privacy/distraction film. Allows plenty of light through while still
providing privacy.
SXEG-1027 STAINED GLASS ABSTRACT
SOLYX:SXEG-1027 Stained Glass Abstract. A Beautifully colored and well
designed PVC/PET decorative stained Glass Film. Each pattern repeats at
29" high x 36" wide.To receive a full pattern repeat, order must be at least 3
feet or more.Priced per Ft.
SX-SC020 MEDIUM TINT BLUE - 20%
SX-SC020 Medium Tint Blue – 20% Static Cling, Non adhesive privacy and
glare control film.20% Visible Light Transmission. Maximum Daytime
Privacy. Good for room darkening. Also great for automotive windows to
protect infants from bright sunlight! This film enhances daytime privacy
without obstructing the viewor natural light. Removable and Reusable. Roll
Measures - 36in wide x 30 feet long. $79.95 each
SXB-25 BRIMSTONE YELLOW SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
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SXB-30 DARK RED SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-31 RED SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-32 LIGHT RED SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-34 ORANGE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-40 VIOLET SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-41 PINK SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-47 ORANGE RED SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
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SXB-49 KING BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-51 GENTIAN BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-52 AZURE BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-53 LIGHT BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-54 TURQUOISE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-56 ICE BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-57 TRAFFIC BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
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SXB-60 DARK GREEN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-61 GREEN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-63 LIME TREE GREEN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-68 GRASS GREEN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-73 DARK GREY SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-74 MIDDLE GREY SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-77 TELEMAGENTA SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
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SXB-79 REDDISH BROWN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-89 SALMON PINK SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-96 STEEL BLUE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-97 BLUE GREEN SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SGV-6614 FLEUR DE LIS
A clear, elegant pattern of the classic stylized Fleur De Lis (Lily flower) on
frosted film.

SX-1573 STAINED GLASS ATLANTIS
Embossed vinyl film with colorful blocks giving the appearance of stained
glass. Prism like facets scatter the light.An excellent privacy film obscuring
direct visibility with high light transmission.
SX-SC573 STAINED GLASS ATLANTIS STATIC CLING
Embossed, static-cling, non-adhesive vinylfilm with colorful blocks giving the
appearance of stained glass. Prism like facets scatter the light.An excellent
privacy film obscuring direct visibility with high light transmission.
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SX-1572 AQUA SQUARES
Embossed vinyl film with colorful shapes. Prism like facets scatter the
light.An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility with high light
transmission.

SX-SC572 AQUA SQUARES STATIC CLING
Embossed, static-cling, non-adhesive, vinyl film with colorful shapes. Prism
like facets scatter the light.An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility
with high light transmission.

SX-1212 WIRE GLASS
This clear and simple pattern simulates wire encapsulated safety glass.
Squares are ½” x ½”.

SGC-6523 COVENTRY
SimGlas: SGC-6523 Coventry. Beautiful simulation of old hammered glass
with European iron grill work. Excellent privacy film. Baguette is 6" x 3",
Diamond is 1" x 1".
SX-5020IN CLEAR SPRING BUDS
An elegant clear silhouette pattern of budding branches on white.Excellent
distraction film.

SX-SC540 CRACKED ICE STATIC CLING
Translucent, static-cling, non-adhesive, embossed film that looks like real
cracked ice, with a white velvet-like finish.An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
SH2PTSA SAGANO
3M™ Fasara™: SH2PTSA Sagano. Translucent white rice paper film with a
subtle, random cross-hatch fiberglass design. It is a film designed for
privacy, safety and security properties. It allows light in yet offers privacy.
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SXC-3506 FROSTED SQUARES
SOLYX: SXC-3506 Frosted Squares 1 3/8" squares with1/4" clear lines.
Great for semi-privacy. Excellent light transmission. Ideal for obscuring
visibility.
SX-SC549 FROSTED FALL STATIC CLING
Our new frosted fall, static cling non-adhesive design, providing obscure
privacy. Beautiful leaf design on a soft frosted background. Very easy to
install! Fully removable and reusable.
SX-SC614 FLEUR DE LIS STATIC CLING
A clear, elegant pattern of the classic stylized Fleur De Lis (Lily flower) on
frosted, static cling non-adhesive film. Fully removable and reusable.

SX-S3140 DUSTED CRYSTAL
SOLYXDusted CrystalDecorative Privacy glass films are recommended for
application to interior glass and exterior glass. This film is a premium, 2mil(50 micron) cast vinyl with an etched look added. It is perfect for privacy,
decorative or architectural applications. Use it whenever you need the
added elegance of an etched glass look without costly etching or
sandblasting. This versatile product has been designed to deliver
outstanding performance and durability. A unique synthetic silicone liner
makes it easier than the standard etched glass vinyl easier to see when
weeding –even when using fine-lined graphics and lettering. A special
adhesive system ensures superior adhesion under the most demanding
conditions. This film is applied using the same tools and techniques for
applying solar control window films. Rolls are 12" wide x 50ft long. Priced
per roll.
SXC-3814 FROSTED STRIPES
SXC-3814 Frosted Stripes on optically clear window film. 3/8" stripe, 1/4"
clear. Provides semi-obscurity. Excellent light transmission.
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SXL-1022 WEB EFFECT
SOLYX: SXL-1022 Web Effect. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct
visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.

SXV-9-1003 BLACK GLOSS OPAQUE
Gloss black, opaque, cast vinyl film. Suitable for application to Glass and
Acrylics. Good for exterior applications. 48" wide has a polyester release
liner. 60" wide has a paper release liner.
SGC-6514 KELPITE
A watery smooth film with a kelp-like tendril pattern.Crystal clear for semi
private distraction or division.

SXB-33 RED ORANGE SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SXB-85 PALE PINK SAND BLAST
Frosted, colored, privacy window film. Brilliant color and good light
transmission. This frosted vinyl, self-adhering film, is perfect for adding
colored privacy!
SX-SCWM WHITE MATTE STATIC CLING
Static cling, non-adhesive, white frosted polyester with a translucent effect.
Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light transmission.
Better than sandblasted glass. Fully removable and reusable
SX-SC0315 FINE SAND STATIC CLING
Decorative privacy glass films are recommended for application to interior
glass and exterior glass. This film is a premium, 2-mil (50 micron) cast vinyl
with sand blast textured appearance. It is perfect for privacy, decorative or
architectural applications. Use it whenever you need the added elegance of
an etched glass look without costly etching or sandblasting. This versatile
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product has been designed to deliver outstanding performance and
durability. Non-adhesive, static cling. Easy to clean, removable and
reusable. This film is applied using the same tools and techniques for
applying solar control window films.

SX-SC546 FROSTED VINE STATIC CLING
SOLYX: SX-SC546 Frosted Vine Static ClingWindow Film. Static cling, nonadhesive.Beautiful frosted vine design providing obscure privacy. The vine
is a semi-transparent design on a soft frosted background. Very easy to
install! Removable and reusable
SXEG-4864 WHITE PALACIA
Elegant privacy with natural light! Great for glass or cabinet doors! Varying
shades of white with clear.Made with SimGlas protective coating to simulate
real glass!
SXJ-0565 NAMIBIA GRADIENT
An elegant film that provides privacy while still allowing excellent light
transmission. Silhouetted bushes surrounded by a misty tan background
fading to white, then to clear.

SXN-1710 BAMBOO DRYAPPLY
Natural Series film is made from cultivated mulberry fibers (kozo) which are
harvested from living mulberry trees - without harming the tree. The outer
layer of bark is taken off the tree and the fibers taken from the “back” side
of the bark.This film features shredded bamboo inclusions, adding
dimension and texture to the film. The base fiber is kozo and it is light, crisp
and semi-translucent. This film features SOLYX “DryApply” technology.
Simply remove the protective backing and squeegee directly onto the glass
surface dry. Do not use any solutions to install this product.
SXN-1730 BANANA DRYAPPLY
SXN-1730 Banana is made from 100% kozo with large pieces of banana
bark as added inclusions. Kozo is the inner bark of mulberry tree, which is
harvested without harming the tree. The banana tree inclusions are taken
from the tree after the banana harvest is completed and would normally be
discarded without any other use.The inclusions of the banana bark
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arerandom so each foot of film will differ. The base fiber is kozo and it is
light, crisp and semi-translucent. This film features SOLYX “DryApply”
technology. Simply remove the protective backing and squeegee directly
onto the glass surface dry. Do not use any solutions to install this product.

SXN-1700 MULBERRY DRYAPPLY
Natural Series film is made from cultivated mulberry fibers (kozo) which are
harvested from living mulberry trees - without harming the tree. The outer
layer of bark is taken off the tree and the fibers taken from the “back” side
of the bark. This film features tiny chips of small mulberry bark inclusions,
adding dimension and texture to the film. The base fiber is kozo and it is
light, crisp and semi-translucent. With SOLYX “DryApply” technology, simply
remove the protective backing and squeegee directly onto the glass
surface dry. Do not use any solutions to install this product.
SX-SC038 CLEAR FAN TAIL STATIC CLING
Clear Fan Tail Non-Adhesive Static Cling Translucent embossed vinyl film.
Sophisticated design. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows
excellent light transmission.
SX-1700 SAND BLAST SQUARES
Beautiful, frosted squares that sparkle in sunlight. A Polymeric PVC with
crystal clear adhesive. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows
excellent light transmission. 1 1/8" x 1 1/8" squares.
SX-0424 WHITE DUAL PROJECTION FILM
This film is made of high quality silica frosted PVC and has a high
transmittance and light diffusion which makes color extremely sharp &
brilliant. Film allows for excellent viewing angles with no distortion. Excellent
film for Glass and plastic sheet applications such as windows, Store fronts,
trade show booths, advertisements for commercial displays, restaurants,
bars. A translucent flexible, high grade white frosted silica vinyl film that is
self-adhesive for application to glass or plastic sheets. This film provides
sharp, brilliant images with good viewing angles.
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DF BLAZE - NO ADHESIVE, NO LINER
3M Fasara™ Dichroic: DF Blaze - No Adhesive, No Liner. The DF Blaze
colors shift between warm tones of cyan/blue/magenta andred/gold.Made
of premium grade multilayered polymeric film. Non-metallic,non-conductive,
and non-corrosive. Applications include interior and interior-perimeterglass
surfaces. Priced per foot. Order the length (quantity) needed x 56" wide
SX-1710 FRESNEL SQUARES
Special effect, clear, Fresnel lenses framed by frosted sparkle
perimeters.The squares are ¾” x ¾ This film has a crystal clear adhesive
with a clear protective backing.Installed the same as any window tint.

SX3-9004 TRANSPARENT FIBERGLASS
A white semi obscuring white rice paper film with a subtle, random crosshatch fiberglass design and good light transmission. This polyester film has
a clear adhesive with a protective backing. Installs easily with the same
methods as window tint.
SX-1720 SPHERES
Frosted and clear dimensional spheres scattered across a clear
background. Excellent distraction film, perfect for adding a subtle pattern to
any plain space.
SXN-1720 MANGO DRYAPPLY
This film features mango leaf inclusions, adding dimension and texture to
the film. These mango leaves are set randomly so each foot of the film will
differ. The base fiber is kozo and it is light, crisp and semi-translucent. With
SOLYX “DryApply” technology, simply remove the protective backing and
squeegee directly onto the glass surface dry. Do not use any solutions to
install this product.
SX-3150 GEOMETRIC
An attractive architectural square geometric pattern with a matte finish and
fine clear transparent lines. Perfect for subtle privacy.
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SX-5033 MATTE SPRING BUDS
Our White Spring Buds pattern (SX-5020) on a matte finish background.
Subtle privacy, good light transmission, polyester film with adhesive and
clear protective liner.
SX-5032 MATTE TUMBLEWEED
Our Tumbleweed pattern (SX-5016) on a matte finish background. Subtle
privacy, good light transmission, polyester film with adhesive and clear
protective liner.
SX-5031 MATTE LINEN
Our linen pattern (SX-C387) on a matte finish background. Subtle privacy,
good light transmission, polyester film with adhesive and clear protective
liner.
SX-5034 MATTE SUGARI
Our Sugar pattern (SX-5010)on a matte finish background. Subtle privacy,
good light transmission, polyester film with adhesive and clear protective
liner.
SXJ-0575 HONEYCOMB GRADIENT
A modern geometric honeycomb gradient pattern with shades of grey,
white and clear. Provides privacy while still allowing excellent light
transmission.

SXLT-1120 ATLANTIS ROSE
Atlantis RoseTranslucent embossed vinyl film. Prism like facets scatter the
light making this privacy film looks like colored glass. An excellent privacy
film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
Perfect for Bathroom Windows.
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SX-1510 CUT GLASS FACETS
SOLYX: Cut Glass Facets Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl film. Prism
like facets scatter the light making this privacy film look like Diamond
Stained Glass. The colors change as the light changes. An excellent
privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light
transmission.
SX-1325 SEMI-TRANSPARENT CLEAR FROST
Semi-transparent, high grade embossed vinyl film. Simulates shiny sand
blasted glass. Ideal for obscuring direct visibility while allowing excellent
light transmission.
SH2FGSB SABRINA
A simple frosted gradient; semi-transparent, allowing excellent light
transmission. A simple way to create a cohesive and semi-private
space.Same color as SH2FGMR Mare.

SH2BKIM ILLUMINA BLACK
A black dot gradation film that gradually changes from opaque black to
transparent. Gradient is 50" high. Same color as SH2BKOP Opaque Black.
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SH2FGMR MARE
A simple white, semi-transparent, frosted film. Gives the appearance of
frosted glass. Same color as SH2FGSB Sabrina.

SH2BKOP OPAQUE BLACK
Black opaque film with a flat sheen. Same color as SH2BKIM Illumina Black.

SX-1730 RHOMBUS
Beautiful frosted adhesive-backedfilm with glass-like Rhombus lattice
pattern. Good privacy and high light transmission.

SX-SC468 SPANGLES
A beautiful cut glass, spangled star pattern for perfect privacy. Static-cling,
non-adhesive.

SX-SC1120 ATLANTIS ROSE STATIC CLING
Atlantis Rose Static Cling. Prism like facets scatter the light making this
privacy film looks like colored glass. An excellent privacy film obscuring
direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission. Perfect for
Bathroom Windows.Static cling, non-adhesive. Fully removable and
reusable.
SXG-0020 FROSTED RICE PAPER
Our NEW frosted rice paper privacy film is great for privacy while allowing
lots of light through the film.Made from polymeric vinyl with an adhesive
and protective release liner. Fully removable!
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SX-SC190 FLICKER
Strikingly attractive and simple pattern of clear marks on durable frosted
film providing semi-private distraction. Static Cling, non-adhesive. Fully
removable and reusable.
SX-SC008 FROSTED BLINDS
White Frosted 1-1/4" horizontal lines fading to clear on frosted embossed
vinyl. Static cling, non-adhesive. Fully removable and reusable. Good
Privacy! Ideal for obscuring direct visibility and allows excellent light
transmission.
SX-SC155 CRYSTAL LATTICE STATIC CLING
Beautiful, crisp, frosted lattice design providing obscure privacy. Static cling,
non-adhesive. very easy to install! Removable and reusable!

SX-IM500 MORNING STROLL
A calm morning sun rises above green grassy dunes and sandy beaches.
Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or product
code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM501 TROPICAL WARMTH
Waves, beach, and palms warmed by the glow of a tropical sunset. Made to
size. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.Windows
should be approximately the same shape as image shown
SX-IM502 PALM PIER
A tall palm stretches to overlook the warm waters by the pier. Made to size.
Finished product does not have watermark or product code.Windows
should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM503 PRIVATE PARADISE
A sunny and private alcove on an island shore. Made to size. Finished
product does not have watermark or product code.Windows should be
approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM504 SOAKING UP SUN
A cluster of palms on a white sandy beach soak up the rays of the sun.
Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or product
code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM505 SEA REFLECTIONS
The sea reflects back a brilliant array of colors from the horizon's sunset.
Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or product
code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM506 PEACE AND PALM
Clear blue sky, crystal waters and white beaches make a peaceful
residence for a single palm. Made to size. Finished product does not have
watermark or product code.Windows should be approximately the same
shape as image shown.
SX-IM507 WAVES OF SUN
A gleaming sunrise beams across the ocean as glowing waves tumble
together. Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or
product code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image
shown.
SX-IM508 SAND FORESTS
Lush bushes covering sandy dunes create a miniature forest by the water.
Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or product
code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM509 ISLAND BREEZE
Warm breezes push clouds above the island shore. Made to size. Finished
product does not have watermark or product code.Windows should be
approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM600 CHRYSTALLINE
An extreme close-up of ice crystals from Lake Baikal. Calm, cool and
crystallized. Made to size. Finished product does not have watermark or
product code.Windows should be approximately the same shape as image
shown.
SX-1900 CONSTRUCTION BAMBOO
SOLYX: SX-1900 Construction Bamboo. Translucent frosted vinyl film.
Frosted bamboo with rice paper background. For Temporary installation
during construction or events. Easily removed but not reusable.
SGD-6004 SHIMMER
SimGlas: SGD-6004. Shimmer Dusted Window Film. Attractive privacy with
high light transmission.

SXLT-1108 ATLANTIS MOSAIC
The original Atlantis Mosaic self-adhering, translucent embossed vinyl film.
Prism like facets scatter the light making this privacy film looks like colored
Glass. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility. Allows excellent
light transmission. Perfect for bathroom windows.
SX-SC574 STAINED GLASS RONDURE
A beautiful, brightly colored, frosted privacy film with good light
transmission. Non-adhesive, static cling. Install full privacy on your glass
with this film. It blocks 24/7 from inside or outside. Static cling means you're
working with a slightly thicker, non-adhesive film that's super easy to apply.
remove, and reuse.
SX-SC576 WHISPER
Beautiful frosted dandelion seed design, providing obscure privacy. Static
cling, non-adhesive. Very easy to install! Removable and reusable! Perfect
for kitchens, bathrooms, kid's rooms, living rooms - anywhere you'd like a
whimsical touch that doubles as privacy.
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SX-SC577 WINERY
Beautiful frosted winery themed design, providing obscure privacy. Static
cling, non-adhesive. Very easy to install! Removable and reusable! Perfect
for kitchens, dining rooms, bar areas, butler's pantries - anywhere you'd
like to add an elegant winery themethat doubles as privacy.
SX-SC578 LADY DAISY
Beautiful frosted flower design with lady bugs and butterflies, providing
obscure privacy. Static cling, non-adhesive. Very easy to install! Removable
and reusable! Perfect for kitchens, bathrooms, kid's rooms, living rooms anywhere you'd like a simple, fun, geometric touch that doubles as privacy.
SX-SC579 CHECKER
Clear, translucent reflective checkered pattern. An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.

SX-SC581 SYLVAN
Clear, translucent reflective floral pattern. An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.

SX-SC582 VERDANT
Clear, translucent reflective rose pattern. An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.

SX-IM601 LUCKY EMPEROR
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM602 MICRO DROPS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM603 MAKING WISHES
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM604 DEW COLLECTION
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM605 FUSHIA FOLIAGE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM606 CRISP MORNING
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM607 LAYERED HUES
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM608 POINT OF VIEW
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM609 ECOSYSTEM
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM610 BORN BLOOMING
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM611 SOUS VIDE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM612 PURPLE PATHWAY
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM613 NEW LIFE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM700 FLOATING
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM701 FLOATING - CLEAR
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM702 CORAL COMMUNITY
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM703 YELLOWFISH YARD
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM704 DESERT BOWL
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM705 SEQUIN SKYLINE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM706 MANHATTAN MULTIVERSE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM707 SWIMMING LESSON
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM708 URBAN FLOW
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM709 HANGING AROUND
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM800 NORTHERN LIGHTS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM801 SKY PILLOWS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM802 NATURE'S WAY
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM803 SUNBATHING
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM804 HEAVEN'S GLOW
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM805 VIOLET SKYSCAPE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM806 REACHING HIGH
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM807 NIGHT GLITTER
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM808 DAYDREAM
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM809 MARBLED SKIES
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM900 ENLIGHTENED PATH
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM901 GREEN PEACE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM902 FAERIE GARDENS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM903 SPRING'S FESTIVAL
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-IM904 FROZEN IN TIME
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM905 MOUNTAIN MAMA
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM906 GOLDEN GIANTS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM907 CLIMBING CANOPY
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM908 AUTUMN BEAMS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM909 GREEN MACHINE
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
SX-IM910 SPRING SPOTS
Vibrantly colored image displayed on semi-translucent, made to size
window film. Finished product does not have watermark or product code.
Windows should be approximately the same shape as image shown.
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SX-6030 ANTIQUE ONE WAY VISION
The adhesive side of this film is the vision blocking silver antique reflective
side. This side faces the are that you do not want anyone to see in from.
The other side has a grey non reflective surface. This side of the film faces
the side you want to see out from.Priced per running foot. Order the length
(quantity) needed x 59" wide.
SX-6040 ANTIQUE MIRROR
Silver Opaque antique mirror film for first surface applications. This film is
opaque and lets no light through. It is intended for installation onto glass to
create an opaque antique looking mirror surface. Priced per foot. Order the
length (quantity) needed x 59" wide.
SX-6020 ANTIQUE CLEAR
A clear, transparent film with an antique mirror pattern. This film has an
adhesive and is designed to be installed onto existing mirrors to create an
antique mirror look. Can also be installed onto clear glass surfaces.
SX-SC509 PRISM STATIC CLING
Translucent, colorless embossed vinyl film. Prismatic diamonds. Staticcling, non-adhesive.

SXJ-0567 SOLID MATCH
This film is made to match the most opaque area of the 71" white gradient
films.

SX-SC510 STATIC CLING CUT GLASS FACETS
Translucent, colorless, embossed vinyl film. Static cling, non-adhesive. Fully
removable and reusable.
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SXEG-4865 CALLIGRAPHY
Beautifully colored, stained glass pattern. Translucent. Excellent light
transmission. Pattern is a 48" finished width with a 21" repeat.

SXEG-4866 CARNIVALE
Beautifully colored, stained glass pattern. Translucent. Excellent light
transmission. Pattern is a 48" finished width with a 21" repeat.

SXEG-4867 GREEN TEA
Beautifully colored, stained glass pattern. Translucent. Excellent light
transmission. Pattern is a 48" finished width with a 21" repeat.

SXEG-4868 OASIS
Beautifully colored, stained glass pattern. Translucent. Excellent light
transmission. Pattern is a 48" finished width with a 21" repeat.

SXEG-4869 VICTORIAN GARDEN
Beautifully colored, stained glass pattern. Translucent. Excellent light
transmission. Pattern is a 48" finished width with a 21" repeat.

SX-3060 SPECTRUM TRANSPARENT DICHROIC FILM
Colors change as the viewing angle changes. This film has pressure
sensitive adhesive and a removable release liner.

SXJ-0548 DUAL FEATHER GRADIENT
A simple feathered dual fading gradient from white to clear from the center
up and down. Excellent for semi-privacy while still allowing excellent light
transmission.
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SXJ-0541 BROKEN LINES GRADIENT
This window film graduates in opacity from the bottom to the top of the film.
A white, cracked, lines design. Perfect for semi-privacy. Supplied per
running foot x 71" high.

SX-3160 SHIMERA
SOLYX: SX-3160 Shimera fine etch window film creates an etched glass
appearance very similar to Dusted Crystal. This film has a permanent
adhesive system for a very long life, 10-15 years, for interior applications. It
has a clear plottable release liner so this film can be computer cut. A very
stable polymeric vinyl film. Cleans very easily with SimGlas window film
cleaner.
SH2APCR ARPA CRYSTAL
Randomly concentrated vertical stripes of different width, with a frosted
background providing additional privacy.

SXCO-1080 ETCH TRANSPARENT STRIPES
SOLYX: SXCO-1080 Etched Transparent Stripes. 3/8" stripes with a 1/8"
clear space. Soft appearance film for semi privacy. Stripe direction is down
the length of the roll.
SH2LNCR LINEN CRYSTAL
Shows a texture of white coarsely woven linen, with a frosted background
providing additional privacy. Ideal for creating a soft, natural texture space.
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SH2FGCL CLOUD DUAL GRADIENT
A frosted gradient fading up and down from the center.

SX-SC477 DROPS
DROPS Static Cling Non Adhesive window film. An excellent privacy film
obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.

SX-6050 ANTIQUE GOLD MIRROR
Gold opaque antique mirror film for first surface applications. This film is
opaque and lets no light through. It is intended for installation onto glass to
create an opaque antique looking mirror surface. Priced per foot. Order the
length (quantity) needed x 59" wide.
SX-SC583 MAGNOLIA
Stained glass pattern of budding and blooming magnolias. Static cling, nonadhesive. Fully removable and reusable.

SX-SC584 NAVAJO
Colorful stained glass pattern accented with neutral stained glass feathers.
Static cling, non-adhesive. Fully removable and reusable.

SX-SC656 RICE BAMBOO
Frosted rice paper static cling with white bamboo pattern. Perfect for
privacy while allowing excellent light through. Static cling, non-adhesive.
Fully removable and reusable.
SX-SC635 CHARADE
SOLYX: SX-SC635 Charade. Titanium grey, translucent pattern. Nonadhesive, static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission.
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SX-C390 BLACK SCREEN
Self Adhesive film with thin vertical and horizontal black lines forming tiny
clear squares. Look simulates screens.

SXJ-0585 DUAL MOTION GRADIENT
A simple duel fading gradient of blurred lines from white to clear from the
center up and down. Excellent for semi-privacy while still allowing excellent
light transmission.

SXP-006UV MIDNIGHT BLACK
Transparent, optically clear, UV stabilized, colored, glare control polyester
film with scratch resistant protective coating. Suitable for glare reduction.

SXP-014UV DARK BLACK
Transparent, optically clear, UV stabilized, colored, glare control polyester
film with scratch resistant protective coating. Suitable for glare reduction.

SXP-035UV TWILIGHT BLACK
Transparent, optically clear, UV stabilized, colored, glare control polyester
film with scratch resistant protective coating. Suitable for glare reduction.

SXEG-1025MTSF DOVES STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXEG-1025MTSF Doves Stained Glass Made to size. A Beautifully
colored and well designed decorative stained Glass Film. This film
simulates actual stained glass. When made to size this film will have a
Frosted finish! Please allow 7-9 business days for your made to size film to
ship! Made to size designs will be modified to best accommodate your
dimensions and may therefore look different to images shown here!
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SXEG-1026MTSF STAINED GLASS FISH
SOLYX: SXEG-1026MTSF Fish Stained Glass Made to size. Beautifully
colored and well designed decorative stained Glass Film. This film
simulates actual stained glass. Made to size will have a frosted finish!
Please allow 7-9 business days for your made to size film to ship! Made to
size designs will be modified to best accommodate your dimensions and
may therefore look different to images shown here!
ROSETTE: SXRR-RS10Z
SOLYX Rosette: SXRR-RS10Z Made to size frosted window privacy film.
Designed for circular or oval windows. This film is easily installed and
removed.
DF CHILL - NO ADHESIVE, NO LINER
3M Fasara™ Dichroic: DF Chill - No Adhesive, No Liner. The DF Chill
colors shift between cool tones of blue/magenta/yellow and gold/blue.Made
of premium grade multi-layered polymeric film. Non-metallic, nonconductive, and non-corrosive. Applications include interior and interiorperimeter glass surfaces. Priced per foot. Order the length (quantity)
needed x 56" wide.
SXRR-8000-O CREATION STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-8000-O Creation Stained Glass. THE IMAGE SHOWN is 48
inch wide by 8ft high. An amazing film simulating actual stained glass.
Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. (This film will be supplied
as it comes off the roll. Particular sections of the film cannot be selected)
This film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
SXRR-9003-O CITRINE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9003-O Citrine Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN is
48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing film simulating actual stained glass. Select
TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for privacy.
This film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of
pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
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FREE SAMPLE

SXRR-9004-O SAPPHIRE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9004-T Sapphire Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN
is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing film simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy. This film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions
of pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
SXRR-9011-O TANGERINE STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9011-O Tangerine Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN
is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing film simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy. This film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions
of pattern: 3" high x 2" wide
SXRR-9021-O EMERALD STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9021-O Emerald Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE SHOWN
is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Amazing film simulating actual stained glass.
Select TRANSPARENT for see through applications or OPALESCENT for
privacy.
This film is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9040-O BLUE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9040-O Blue Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT.

This film is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
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Dimensions of diamond pattern: 6" high x 3" wide

SXRR-9041-O YELLOW DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9041-O Yellow Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT.

This film is 48" wide.
Supplied as one continuous roll.
Dimensions of diamond pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9042-O BLUE/ORANGE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9042-O Blue/Orange Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE
IMAGE SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating
actual stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This
film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9043-O RUBY DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9043-O Ruby Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This film is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond pattern:
6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9044-O BLUE/GREEN DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9044-O Blue/Green Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE
IMAGE SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating
actual stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This
film is 48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond
pattern: 6" high x 3" wide
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SXRR-9045-O RED/BLUE DIAMOND STAINED GLASS
SOLYX: SXRR-9045-O Red/Blue Diamond Stained Glass Film. THE IMAGE
SHOWN is 48inch wide by 4ft high. Outstanding film simulating actual
stained glass. Available as TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. This film is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll. Dimensions of diamond pattern:
6" high x 3" wide
SXRR-9080-O WROUGHT IRON
SOLYX: SXRR-9080-O Wrought Iron Yellow Stained Glass Film. THE
IMAGE SHOWN is 48inch wide by 2 ft high. Pattern repeats every 2 ft (24")
Outstanding film simulating actual stained glass. Available as
TRANSPARENT OR OPALESCENT. Pattern repeats every 2ft. This film is
48" wide. Supplied as one continuous roll.
SX-0425-59 WHITE HAZE HOLOGRAPHIC REAR PROJECTION
A transparent, flexible, high grade white frosted polyester film that is selfadhering for application to glass. This film provides sharp, brilliant images
with good viewing angles.
ULTRACOOL SX-SC320 SILVER STATIC CLING
UltraCool®: SX-SC320 Silver Static Cling 15% window film (75% Heat
rejection) sets the industry standard as one of the most powerful and
economical solar heat rejecting static cling films available, while maintaining
minimal light reduction and maximum glare and heat rejection. A window
film with fantastic solar performance specifications which also blocks out
99% of the UV rays! It is also a reflective silver privacy one way film that
provides excellent one way visibility and daytime privacy. It can be installed
onto glass, Acrylic or poly-carbonate sheeting.
SX-SC675 RICE PAPER NO. 7
SX-SC675 Rice Paper No. 7. Frosted White Translucent Rice Paper nonadhesive (static cling) window film.

SX-SC676 RICE PAPER NO. 12
SX-SC676 Rice Paper No. 12. Frosted White Translucent Rice Paper nonadhesive (static cling) window film.
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SX-SG09 SILVER / GREY ONE WAY
SOLYX: SX-SG09 Silver / Grey One Way Privacy Films: SOLYX Dual Color
9% privacy one way film provides excellent one way visibility and provides
daytime privacy. The Adhesive side is silver and the viewing side is a dark
grey which reduces reflection. It allows you to see outside, but stops others
from seeing in during the day. However, you can see in at night if you have
lights on inside. You would still need window coverings at night as you can
always see from the darker to the lighter side of the glass. Blocks 70% Heat
and 99% UV.
ULTRACOOL-IR8360 IR AND UV BLOCKING SOLAR FILM
UltraCool-IR8360 IR and UV Blocking Solar Film. A premium grade very
light blue Nano Ceramic polyester film with spectrally selective IR blocking
properties. This film is excellent for heat, UV fade control. Manufactured
with a silicone liner, which protects the clear, pressure-sensitive adhesive.
Excellent for high visibility, fade protection and heat reduction. Also great
for automotive windshield applications. Priced per ft. Order the length
(quantity) needed x 60" wide.
WHITE DRY ERASE WITH GRID
SOLYX: White Dry Erase with Grid. Transform any smooth surface, Glass,
Walls, Wall-boards into a Dry Erase Marker-board with an outlined grid.
Perfect for calendars, graphs, charts, etc! Adhesive is removable. Grid
squares are 4.5" x 4.5". Priced per ft. Order the length (quantity) needed x
60" wide. We recommend Expo® Dry Erase Markers for use with all of our
Dry Erase films.
SX-SC679 FLORENTINE
SOLYX: SX-SC679 Florentine. Static cling, non-adhesive window film.
Simulates florentine glass pattern. Allows plenty of light through while
providing decorative privacy.
SX-SC677 BOUQUET
SOLYX: SX-SC677 Bouquet. Clear, translucent, reflective floral pattern.
Non-adhesive, static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct
visibility and allowing excellent light transmission.
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SX-SC620 MILKY ICE ICYCLES
SOLYX: SX-SC620 Milky Ice Icycles. Milky, translucent pattern. Nonadhesive, static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-SC630 MILKY ICE CHIPS
SOLYX: SX-SC630 Milky Ice Chips. Milky, translucent pattern. Nonadhesive, static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-SC655 REEL
SOLYX: SX-SC655 Reel. Frosted, translucent, non-adhesive static cling. An
excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing excellent light
transmission.
SX-SC664 KITTY HAWK
SOLYX: SX-SC664 Kitty Hawk. Clear, translucent, reflective pattern. Nonadhesive static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission.
SX-SC625 MILKY MOSAIC
SOLYX: SX-SC625 Milky Mosaic. Milky, translucent pattern. Non-adhesive,
static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing
excellent light transmission.
SX-SC662 DAISY CHAIN
SOLYX: SX-SC662 Daisy Chain. Clear, translucent, non-adhesive static
cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and allowing
excellent light transmission.
SX-SC665 CHARLESTOWN
SOLYX: SX-SC665 Charlestown. Clear, translucent, reflective pattern. Nonadhesive static cling. An excellent privacy film obscuring direct visibility and
allowing excellent light transmission.
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SX-SC318 BLACKOUT SAND
SOLYX: SX-SC318 Blackout Sand Static Cling. Non-adhesive film. A sand
textured light blocking black film. 100% light blocking. This film is not
recommended for installation onto double insulated glass units that are
exposed to direct sunlight. Glass breakage may occur due to excessive
heat absorption.
SX-SC319 WHITEOUT SAND
SOLYX: SX-SC319 Whiteout Sand Static Cling. Non-adhesive film. A sand
textured translucent light blocking white film.

ULTRAGLARE-G006 DARK SHADE
UltraBlock: UltraGlare-G006 Dark Shade. Transparent, optically clear, UV
stabilized, colored, glare control polyester film with scratch resistant
protective coating. Suitable for glare reduction.
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